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GENERAL NOMENCLATURE
SYMBOL	 DEFINITION
ET	 Space Shuttle external tank
O	 Space Shuttle Orbiter
SRB	 Space Shuttle Solid Rocket Booster
SSLV	 Space Shuttle Launch Vehicle
Base	 Locations on the Space Shuttle where the nozzle exhaust plumes
are the primary influence in determining the local pressure
environment
Components Portions of the Orbiter; wing, body flap, etc.
Elements	 Primary elements of the SSLV, Orbiter, ET, MI's
Forebody
	
Locations on the Space Shuttle where the nozzle exhaust plumes













CA Axial force coefficient
CBV Vertical tail bending moment coefficient
CBW Wing-root bending-moment coefficient
CH Hinge moment coefficient
CHEI Hinge-moment coefficient for inboard elevon.
CHEO Hinge-moment coefficient for outboard elevon.
C^ Rolling moment coefficient
CM Pitching moment coefficient
C 
Normal force coefficient
CNW Wing normal-Force coefficient
CTV Vertical tail torsion moment coefficient
CTW Wing-root torsion-moment coefficient
CY Side force coefficient
CXN Yawing moment coefficient
C Vertical tail shear force coefficient
:. YV
:Y
L Reference length, in. or ft. defined in Table 6-14
S Reference area, ft 2 defined in Table 6--14
SUBSCRIPTS
B	 Base
F	 Forebody - fuselage
C 
	 Determined using power on pressure coefficient
DEL
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GAS DYNAMIC NOMENCLATURE
Symbol Definition
P. Pressure (absolute) at model surface tap i, psia
3.
Cp Pressure coefficient for model surface tap i.
1
ACP i CPPower On-CPPower Off
Pcj Chamber pressure (absolute) for nozzle j, psia
Pe' Exit pressure (absolute) for nozzle j, psia
CPR Chamber-pressure ratio for nozzle j
y
Ratio of specific heats for nozzle 3
P /P., SSME chamber to freestream pressure ratio
C
	 ORB
F /Pw SRB chamber to freestream pressure ratio
c	 SRB
Pc/Pe Chamber to exit nozzle pressure ratio
Pc/Pwall Chamber to nozzle wall pressure ratio
8 Initial plume expansion angle
J












Pitch-angle of nozzle-j axis in a plane parallel to the
Orbiter plane-of-symmetry, deg.
	
Y ;	Pitch-angle of nozzle-j axis in a plane which yaws with
	
n j	 the nozzle, deg.
N.






NIPS supply total pressure, psia.
SRB supply total pressure, psia.












Freestream unit Reynolds number, ft-l.
Freestream dynamic pressure, psf.
Freestream static pressure, psia,.
Freestream total pressure, psia.
Freestream static temperatu re; °R.
Freestream total temperature, °R.
Model angle-of-attack, deg.
Model angle-of-sideslip, deg.
SRB supply total temperature ., `R.
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Section I
INTRODUCTION
The analysis of pressure and-gauge wind tunnel data f:om Space Shuttle
wind tunnel test IA119 was performed to define the aerodynamic influence of the
main propulsion system (MPS) and solid rocket booster (SRB) plumes on the total
vehicle, elements, and components cf the Space Shuttle vehicle during the
transonic portion of ascent flight.
Wind tunnel test IA119 was a transonic test of a 0.02 scale model of the
Space Shuttle launch vehicle. The wind tunnel test was conducted in the 11 s
11-foot section of the NASA/AMES Research Center Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel.
Pressure data were obtained over the aft portions of the wind tunnel model in
addition to wing and elevon gauge data.
Air was used as a simulant gas to levelop the model exhaust plumes. A
i	 portion of the test was devoted to testing at various power levels. Data from
I
the power level portion was used in conjunction with prototype base pressure
possibility curves to evaluate nominal power levels to be used during the
t
	
	 investigation of changes in model attitude, elevon deflection and nozzle gimbal





 7	 ' t 
jy7 IMODEL where N varies with Mach number.
The plume induced aerodynamic loads were developed for the Space Shuttle
base areas and forebody areas. The base areas include the orbiter base
including nozzles, ET base and SRB base. The forebody includes the orbiter
mG
areas forward of the base, including the body flap, the wings and elevons, and
ET and SRB areas forward of the base.
A math model of the plume induced aerodynamic characteristics was developed
for a range of Mach numbers to match the forebody aerodynamic math model. The
base aerodynamic characteristics are presented in terms of forces and moments
r
versus attitude. Total vehicle base and forebody aerodynamic characteristics
are presented in terms of aerodynamic coefficients for Mach number from 0.6
to 1.4. Element and component base and forebody aerodynamic characteristics are
presented for Mach numbers of 0.6, 1.05, 1.1, 1.25 and 1.4. These Mach numbers
I^1
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"	 are compatible with defined forebody aerodynamic characteristics except for Mach
1.4. The forebody data is available at Mach 1.55. Base and forebody plume
induced data is provided at Mach 1.4 because Mach 1.4 was the highest Mach
number for which data is available at the present time.
Tolerances were developed for all plume induced aerodynamic charac-
teristics. The tolerances are developed in terms of a math model and include
simulation parameter uncertainties, model instrumL.ntation uncertainties, model
configuration uncertainties including tunnel--model support interference
uncertainties and Reynolds number effects.
1-2
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Section II
WIND TUNNEL MODEL
The wind tunnel model was a .02 scale space shuttle launch vehicle con--
'°	 figuration. The wind tunnel model is designated - 88 OTS Configuration 140C
(modified) Jet - Flume Integrated Space Shuttle Vehicle. The wind tunnel model
is essentially the same as was used for an earlier Space Shuttle plume test
TA19, conducted in 1974. The major difference being that the contoured SSME
flow through nozzles were used during the IA119 test and conical SSME nozzles
were used during the IA19 test. The orbiter model was the 140C model configura-
tion which generally represents the OV101 orbiter mold lines. The OV102 mold
lines have significant differences in the canopy contour, the wing section
near the glove-wing fairing, and the elevon contour. Details of the model
configuration can be obtained from the pretest report (reference 1),
The model was strut mounted as shown in Figure 2-.L. Cold air was supplied
through the strut to the SSME and SRB nozzles. An air supply strut was mounted
between the ET and orbiter to supply air to the simulated SSME nozzles as shown in
Figure 2-2. The SSME nozzles were contoured with an exit plane lip angle of 5
dergrees. The SRB nozzles were conical with a lip angle of 27.5 degrees. Sche-
matics of the SSME and SRB nozzle internal contour are presented in Figures 2--3
and 2--4. Calibr•-:tion data for the nozzles are presented in Section IV. Details
of the model configuration can be obtained from the pretest report (reference 1).
The left orbiter wing was strain-gauge instrumented to obtain wing shear
forces, root bending moments and torsion moments. The inboard and outboard
elevons on the left wing were also separately strain-gauge instrumented to obtain
hinge moments. The right orbiter wing and elevens were pressure instrumented.
All base, nozzle, and portions of each element forebody were pressure instrumented.
The flow through MPS nozzles and SRB nozzles were capable of being set at
various gimbal-angle positions and several gimbal patterns were investigated.
The inboard and outboard elevons were also capable of being set at various
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Section III
TEST CONDITIONS
The IA119 wind tunnel test program was essentially conducted in two parts.
Part one was a power variation test at zero attitude, where chamber pressure of
the UPS and SRB model nozzles was varied. Part two was a test program at a
nominal power level that includes various elevon deflections, nozzle gimbal
patterns and attitudes.
Base pressure data, from the power variation test (Part 1), was evaluated
at the test site along with prototype plume characteristics to evaluate the
nominal model nozzle plume characteristics and model chamber pressures. (See
Section V for plume simulation discussion). These tests were conducted at zero
angle of attack and zero angle of sideslip. Tests were conducted for a series
of Mach numbers from 0.6 to 1.4.
Part 2 of the test program consisted of testing the model using the
nominal power levels developed in Part 1 over a range of attitudes and
configurations (elevon deflections, gimbal angles, etc.). Data were obtained
at nominal angles of attack of -8, -4, 0, and +4 degrees. The angles of side-
slip were nominally 0, and +6 or +4 degrees.
The data analysis procedure required . a power-on and a power-off run
sequence. The power-on data was required to obtain the power-on base pressure
environments. The power-off data is used to evaluate the influence of power on
changes in local pressure environments for use in the analysis of forebody
plume induced aerodynamic characteristics. The development of the forebody
plume induced aerodynamic characteristics also required testing at ;ositive
and negative sideslip angles, because portions of the model forebody had pres-
sure instrumentation on only one side of the model. Thus four sets of test
data were required to develop the plume induced aerodynamic data. The power-on
and power--off run data sets used for analysis are presented in 'Fables 3-1
through 3-9. These tables show the angle of sideslip schedule, the elevon
deflections, and the nozzle g-inbal angle run sets for each Mach number. The
run numbers are arranged in terms of the model configuration at nominal power
3-1
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levels (elevon deflection and gimbal angle), then the power variation run
mmbers, and then the roll 90 degrees run numbers.
Each power run number has a sequence slash number that denotes a
particular MPS and SRB power level. Figures 3-1 through 3-9 show the power
level for each power run-sequence combination. The square shows the nominal
power value used for the testing of the various elevon settings and gimbal
angles.
Tests were conducted at various elevon deflections corresponding to
Schedule 6 and probable variations about schedule 6. Schedule 6 elevon
deflections are presented in Figure 3-10. Plots of the various inboard and
outboard elevon deflection angles evaluated during the test along with the
nominal schedule 6 value are presented in Figures 3--11a through 3-11e. The
elevon deflection closest to schedule 6 that was used to develop the plume
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Table 3-1.
IA119







-6	 -4 -2 0 2 4 6
6e10
GIM
A NN 155 154 153 10/9 N
A OF OF 156 157 158 10/9 N
A NN 274 273 272 10/11 N
A OF OF 275 2.76 277 10/11. N
A NN 166 167 168 10/5 N













A NN 282 280 281 12/9 N
A OF OF 283 284 285 1219 N
A NN 429 430 431 10/9 GI
A OF OF 428 427 426 10/9 GI
A NN 482 10/9 G7
A OF OF 483 2 10/9 G2
A NN 489 48R 1 487 10/9 G5
A OF OF 490 491 49' 10/9 G5
A NN 569 56	 3 10/9 G6
A OF OF 570
561 1
571 572 10/9 G6
POWER







0 NN 649 10/5 N
0 I OF OF 650 10/5 N
N = NOMINAL
	 1. a=0 ONLY
OF = OFF
	
2. a = -8, +4 ONLY
V = VARIABLE
	 3. a = -8, 0, +4 ONLY
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Table 3-2.
IA119
POWER ON-OFF DATA SETS (M = 0.8)
SRB/SSME	 S
a POWER -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8e GIM
A NN 150 151 152 10/9 N
A OF OF 149 148 147 10/9 N
A NN 268 267 266 10/11 N
A OF OF 269 270 271 10 N
A NN 171 170 169 10/5 !1!
A OF OF 172 173 174 10/5 N
A NN' 620 619 618 8/9 7
A OF OF 621 622 623 8/9 N
A NN 2.88 286 287 12/9 N
A OF Or 289 290 291 12/9 N
A NN 416 415 414 10/9 GI
A OF OF 417 418 419 10/9 GI
A NN 439 438 437 10/9 G2
A OF OF 457 456 455 X10/9 G2
A NN 495 49	 1 4931 2 10/9 G5
A OF OF 496 497 49 10/9 G5
A NN 563 56	
1
561
	 2 10/9 G6
A OF OF 564 5651 56 10/9 G6
SRB/SSME1 POWER i
0 OF OF 52 10/9 iJ
V	 N1 23






0 NN ! 1648 10/5 N
N = NOMINAL
	
1. a = 0 ONLY
OF = OFF	 2. a = -8, +4 ONLY
V = VARIABLE
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Table 3-3.IA119
POWER ON-OFF DATA SETS (M ", = 0.9)
SRU/SSME	 f3
a POWER -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 6e10 GIM
A NN 143 142 1413 10/9 NA OF OF 144 145 146 N
A NN 257 256 255 10/11 NA OF OF 264x 258 263 x 259 262 x 260 261x 10/11 N
A OF OF 265 10/11 N
A NN 183 1o,^	 1 185	 10/5 N
,A OF OF 182 17u F`JIM. 176 175	 10/5 N
A 1 O 1 10,15 NA 173 10/5 N
A NN 614 613 612 8/9 NINA NN 294 293 292 12/9 NA OF OF 295 296
y—
297 12/9 N
A NN 390 389 388 10/9 GI
A OF OF 3911 392 400 10/9 GI393
A NN 466 465 464 10/9 G2A OF OF 467 468 469 G2
A NN 50'1 499	 2 10/9 G5
A OF OF 502
5001
503 50a G5
A NN 557 552 2 10/9 G6A OF OF 558 "T55 56 G6
SRB/SSME POW R




v N5 24 v
RO L
0 NN 643 10/5 N
0 OF OF 644 10/5 N
N = NOMINAL 	 1. a = 0 ONLYOF = OFF	 3-20	 2. a = -8, +4 ONLYV = VARIABLE 	 3. a = 0, -8, -4 ONLY
4. a = +4 ONLY
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Table 3-4.
IA119
POWER ON-OFF DATA SETS (M.
 = 0.95)
SRB/SSI.1E
^: POWER -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 selO GIM
A JAN 138 137 136 10/9 N
A OF OF 135 134 133 10/9 N
A NN 249 248 247 10/11 N
A OF OF 250 251/ 252 10/11 N
254 N
A NN	 1 188
187 186 10/5 N
A OF OF 189 190 191 10/5 N
A NN 608 607 606 8/9 N
A OF OF 609 610 611 8/9 N
A NN 301 299 298/ 12/9 N
A 300 N
A OF OF 302 303 304 12/9 N
A NN 478 477 476 10/9 G2
A OF OF 479 480 481 10/9 G2
POWER
0 OF OF 44 10/19 N

















1. a = 3.6°/4
a = 0, -4, +4 ONLY
;. a = 0 ONLY
a = -8, +4 ONLY
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Table 3-5.
IA119
POWER ON-OFF DATA SETS (M = 1.05)
SRB/SSME	 S
a POWER -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 6e GIM
A NN 129 12.8 127 10/9 N
A OF OF 130 131 132 10/9 N
A NN 240 2312 238 10/11 N
A OF OF 244 24	
1
246 10/11 N
A NN 194 193 192 10/5 N
A OF OF 195 196 197 10/5 N
A NN 578 577 576 8/9 N
A OF OF 5 79 580 581 8/9 N
A NN 310 3091 308 12/9 N
A OF OF 311 312 3113 12/9 N
A NN 394 395 10/9 GI
A OF OF 398 10/9 GI
A NN 444 443 442 10/9 G2
A OF OF 445 446 447 G2
A NN 507 5063 50 , 4 1 10/9 G5
A OF OF 508 509 51Q^4^ G5
A NN 533 53 53 10/9 G6
A OF OF 534 53 536
POWER








0 NN 633 10/5 N
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Table 3-6.
IA119
POWER ON-OFF DATA SETS (M^ = 1.10)
SRB/SSME	 S
a POWER -6 -4 -2 0 2	 1 4 6 6e10
GIM
A NN 109 108 107 10/9 N
A OF OF 110 111 112 1019 N
A NN 202
_
201 200 10/5 N
A OF OF 203 204 205 206 207 10/5 N
A N 2 0
A OF OF 235 236 237 10/11 N
A NN 590 589 588 8/9 N
A OF OF 591 592 1	 593 8/9 N
A NN	 ? 316 315 314 12/9 N
A OF OF 317 318 319 12/9 N
A NN 403 402 401 10/9 GI
A OF OF 404 405 406 10/9 GI
A NN 450 449 448 10/9 G2
A OF OF 451/ 452 454 10/9 G2
453
A NN 513 512- 5112 10/9 GS
A OF OF "	 514 515 51J 10/9 G5
A NN 551 551 5412 i 0/9 G6
A OF OF 552 553 55 10/9 G6
POWER
0 OF OF 1 56 10/9 N






0 NN " 635 10/5 N
0 OF OF 636 10/5 N
N = NOMINAL
	
1. a = 0 ONLY
OF = OFF
	
2. a = -8, +4 ONLY
V = VARIABLE
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Table 3-7.
IA119
POWER ON .-OFF DATA SETS (Mm
 = 1.15)
SRB/SSME
CL POWER -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 de GIM
A NN 210 209 208 10/5 N
A OF OF 211 212 213 10/5 N
A NN 103 102 101 10/9 N
A OF OF 104 105 106 10/9 N
A NN 356 355 354 10/-2 N
A OF OF 357 358 359 101-2 N
A NN 602 601 600 8/9 N
A OF OF 603 604 605 8/9 N
A NN 336 335 334 12/-2 N
A OF OF 337 338 339 121-2 N
A NN 328 327 326
1^
N
A OF OF 329 330 331 N
A NN 472 471 470 10/9 G2
A OF OF 473 474 475 10/9 G2
POWER







0 NN 639 10/5 N
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Table 3-8.
IA119
POWER ON-OFF DATA SETS (M = 1.25)
m
SRB/SSME
a POWER -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 6el0
GIM
A NN 362 361 360 10/--2 N
A OF OF 363 364 365 10/-2 N
A NN 384 383 382 10/-5 N
A OF OF 386 385 381 10/-5 N
A NN 115 114 113 10/9 N
A OF OF 116 117 120 10/9 N
A NN 216 215 214 10/5 N
A OF OF 217 218 219 220 221 10/5 N
A NN 342 341 340 12/-2 N
A OF OF 343 344 345 121-2 N
A NN 323 321 320 12/9 N
A OF OF 322 324 325 12/9 N
A NN 596 595 594 8/9 N
A OF OF 597 598 599 8/9 N
A NN 409 408 407 10/9 GI
A OF OF 410 411 412 10/9 GI
A NN 46n 459 458 10/9 G2
A OF OF 461 462 463 10/9 G2
A NN 519 511 517 10/9 G5
A OF OF 520 52^ 522 10/9 G5
A NN 545 54411 10/9 G6
A, OF OF 546 54 10/9 G6
7 POWER







0 NN 1	 641 10/5 N
0	 OF OF	 b4L	 IU/5	 N






1. a = 0, -8, +4 ONLY
2. a = -8, +4 ONLY
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Table 3-9.
IA119
POWER ON-OFF DATA SETS (M = 1.40)
SRB/SSME	 a
a POWER -6 -4 -2 0 2 1 6 6,1O
GIM
A NN 368 367 366 10/-2 N
A OF OF 369 370 371 101-2 N
_37-5 374 10/-5 N
A OF OF 378 379 380 10/-5 N
A NN 224 223 222 10/5 N
A OF OF 225 226 227 228 229 10/5 N
A NN 584 583 582 8/9 N
A OF OF 585 586 587 8/9 N
A NN 348 347 346 121-2 N
A OF OF 349 350 351 12/-2 N
A 14N 422 421 413/ 10/9 GI
A 420 GI
A i	 OF OF 423 424 425 10/9 GI
! GI
N NN 435 434 433 10/9 G2
A g	 OF OF 436 440 441 G2
A NN 525 52
A OF	 C.'" 526 521 5281 10/9 G5
A
d
!	 NN 539 53 3
54]^
53f 10/9 G6
A 1	 OF OF 540 54 10/9 G6
^i POWER






N5 85 NV *V
ROLL
0 NN 637 10/5 N
0 OF OF 638 I 10/5 N
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Section IV
WIND TUNNEL MODEL NOZZLE CALIBRATION ANALYSIS
An analysis of the model nozzle calibration data was performed to determine
nozzle flow characteristics for the evaluation of model power levels. A range
of model power levels were required for the power level variation portion of
the test. Model nozzle wall pressures and exit rlane pressures were plotted
and compa-ed with MOC results to evaluate the nozzle flow characteristics and
to evaluate chamber to exit pressure ratios. The chamber to exit pressure
ratios were required to evaluate the model plume characteristics.
Initially it was anticipated that several model nozzle configurations
would be used during the test program and thus a considerable amount of cali-
bration data were evaluated. The test program ultimately used only the 2% con-
toured SSME nozzle configuration and the 2% conical SRB nozzle configuration.
The nozzle calibration data and instrumentation layout was obtained from
references 2 through 6. The nozzle calibration tests were conducted for the
IA19 Space Shuttle plume test (reference 7). This test (IA19) used essentially
the same model hardware as the IA119 test.
Summary model nozzle performance data are presented in Figures 4-1 and
4-2 for the SSME model nozzles and the SRB model nozzles respectively. The
average chamber to exit plane pressure used for the model SSME nozzle was 49.5.
The average chamber to exit plane pressure used for the SRB nozzle was 66.0.
These values were used to develop pretest pressure ratios for each Mach number.
The SSME nozzle performance was close to the calibration data as shown
in Figure 4-1. SSME nozzle number 2 was used to compute nozzle and SSME
p+-cme gas dynamic characteristics since the measured performance was closest
to tac calibration results. The SSME nozzle performance for chamber pressures
9	
^^ z 300 psi was erratic indicating cases of nozzle flow separation. Condi-
tions where the SSME nozzle chamber to exit pressure ratio dropped below 45 are
i	 noted for all data cases and the data was not used.
4-1
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The SRB model nozzle performance was close to portions of the calibration
.,	 data with little difference between the performance of the right and left SRB
nozzles. The right SRB nozzle performance was used to calculate SRB model
plume characteristics. The right SRB nozzle performance was closest to the
nozzle calibration results. Model nozzle performance for chamber pressures
less than 400 psi could experience nozzle wall flow separation for high ambient
pressures (>9 psi). Data where the SRB nozzle chamber to exit pressure ratio
was less than 60 was not used.
The SRB nozzle calibration data are presented in Figures 4-3 through 4-14.
Difficulty was experienced in the analysis of the model SRB nozzle flow charac-
teristics in evaluating an average chamber to exit plane pressure ratio. The
near exit plane calibration data in Figures 4-11 through 4-14 show the large
variation in exit plane pressure that was obtained during the nozzle calibration
test. An analysis of the .01 scale SRB nozzles and the .02 scale SRB nozzle in
conjunction with a MOC analysis indicated that a chamber to exit plane pressure
ratio of 66 was the most representative. The post test analysis shown in
Figure 4-2 shows that the pretest analysis produced a representative SRB model
nozzle chamber to exit pressure ratio.
4-2
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Figure 4-1. SSME NOZZLE CALIBRATION DATA
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Section V
PLUME SIMULATION
The Space Shuttle plumes were simulated using cold air flowing through
model nozzles. The model plume characteristics required to develop
base and forebody pressure environments were determined using an iteration
procedure requiring the development of "PROTOTYPE POSSIBILITY CURVES".
Prototype possibility curves are curves of base pressure or base pressure
coefficient versus prototype plume characteristics. An e ,cample prototype
possibility curve is shown in Figure 5-1. The curve is called possibility
curve since it is developed for a range of possible prototype base pressure
environments. These curves were developed prior to the wind tunnel test for
both the SSME and SRB prototype nozzles. The SSME possibility curves were
developed using possible orbiter base pressure coeffi__-^nts and the SRB possi-
bility curves were developed using SRB possible base pressure environments.
During the power level portion of the test, model base pressure data are plotted
on the prototype possibility curves as shown in Figure 5-1. The model power
level is determined where the model pressure curve crosses the prototype pres-
sure curve. An iteration procedure is used when there are two variables
involved that influence the base pressure, i.e. SSME power level and SRB power
level. The possibility curves and the model pressure data used to determine the
nominal power levels at each Mach number are presented in the Appendix.
The form of the plume simulation equation used during the IA119 test
program was the following (reference 8)
6 .Y. N	= d Y N
3 J PROT.	 > > MODEL
where N is a fLnction of Mach number. A plot of N versus Mach number is shown
in Figure 5-2 and was obtained from reference 9. This curve was developed by
correlating the base pressure in the near field and the far field developed
from cold gas air and CF  plumes. The plume induced near field and far field
areas considered are shown in Figure 5-3. The model configurations used were
single body single nozzle, single body triple nozzle and triple body configura-
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configuration. The bard on the curve represents the range of N for the various
models used in the plume technology test (i.e., single body, triple body, etc.).
,n
	
	 The criteria used for correlation of the plume technology data was that the
same base pressure occur for a five percent or less change in similarity
parameter. The band represents the total spread of N for the various model
and nozzle configurations considered in the plume technology program.
An example of the similarity parameter data correlation for the far field
a.
wing is presented in Figure 5-4. Figure 5-4 shows the wing plume induced normal
force versus SSME similarity parameter. These curves show good general separa-
tion. The figure also shows that the wing plume induced increment in normal
force is more sensitive to SRB power level than it is to SSME power level.
The separation of the curves shows that the similarity parameter fits the data
into distinct curves covering both positive and negative plume induced wing
load conditions which shows good correlation and adds confidence to the
similarity parameter used.
The similarity parameter 6 Ny p	 ^yj requires the development of "PROTOTYPE
POSSIBILITY CURVES" using prototype MPS and SRB plume characteristics. The
6  and y  characteristics of the MPS and SRB plumes used to develop the
prototype similarity parameter are presented in Figures 5-5 through 5-7. The
SRB prototype plume characteristics presented in Figures 5-5 and 5-6 have been
subsequently updated. The SRB plume angle shown in Figure 5.5 is approximately
1/2 a degree higher than the updated data. The "PROTOTYPE POSSIBILITY CURVES"
are presented in the appendix.
The prototype plume characteristics are a function of the motor chamber
pressure and altitude and are therefore dependent on the ascent trajectory.
The 3A ascent trajectory characteristics were used as a reference trajectory.
The ascent trajectory characteristics that influence the prototype plume
I.	
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Figure 5-3. PLUME FLOW FIELD AREAS
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MACH	 SRB SIMILARITY PARAMETER (NOZZLE #4)
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 - CHAMBER TO BASE PRESSURE RATIO
0Table 5-1
ASCENT TRA„ECTORY AND SRB - SSME CHAMBER PRESSURE
TIME MACH NO. P.(PSIA.) gm(PSF) PeSRB(PSIA) SSME PERCENT THROTTLE
31.0 0.6 10.41 375.5 697 109
40.4 0.8 8.09 526.0 628 88.4
44.8 0.9 7.02 574.2 601 88.4
47.0 0.95 6.51 592.5 592 88.4
51.2 1.05 5.56 617.4 580 88.4
53.2 1.10 5.13 626.4 586 U08.4
55.0 1.15 4.76 633.5 584 88.4
58.3 1.25 4.11 642.8 586 88.4




























Five computer codes were used to analyze the IA119 data. These programs
are: 1. SORT program, 2. Power Delta program, 3. Sigma V Punch, 4. Wind
r"
Tunnel Pressure Data Analysis and 5. Plume Integration. A brief discussion
of each of these programs is presented below.
SORT PROGRAM
The SORT Program was used to sort the run and sequence data sets into
basic groups of four. The four run groups consist of +S power-on, +s power-off,
-S power-on and - S power off. The four run data sets were arranged in angle
of attack sets of -8, -4, 0, 4. Flags were set to note a, S, Mach, gimbal
an(' configuration incompatibility of the four run sets. (See Tables 1-9 Section III)







CONFIGURATION NO. DO NOT AGREE




The SORT program proved very useful in identifying errors in the post test
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%.	 POWER DELTA PROGRAM
The Power Delta program was used to evaluate the change in the pressure
data due to power. The program lists all data from the power on run and all
data from the power off run and then subtracts the two data sets and lists
the power delta's. This allows a rapid survey of the power delta's for abnormal
numbers and a reference to the power on run and power off run to determine the
error source.
SIGMA V PUNCH
The Sigma V Punch program was used in conjunction with the Power Delta
program to sort the forebody power delta data into various elements and
components and punch cards of the power delta in a format compatible with
the "Wind Tunnel Pressure Data Analysis Program - WTPDA". WTPDA is an
interactive graphic pressure data integration compute= program which operates
on the Sigma V Graphics System.
WIND TUNNEL PRESSURE DATA ANALYSIS (WTPDA)
PROGRAM DESC.2-IPTI-011
WTPDA is ar. interactive computer graphics progran which allows an engine-=r
to apply his judgement to the smcothing of wind tunnel pressure data in a real
time environment. The purpose of the program is to produce airloacs wh.icz are
compatible with vehicle stabili ty data and which reflect erg-neer;n g udgament.
WTPDA employs interactive computer techni ques so that an engineer =an develop
balanced airloads in a timely manner.
WTPDA can intearate pressure data on wings, vertical stabilizers, t;zs,
f	 cylinders, and arbitrary cross-section _fuselages. Although WTPDA was develoce
Specifically to'handle the S pace Shuttle launch vehicle, it is capable of
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The WTPDA program was used to plot and smooth the power delta CP's on the
forebody. Only limited integration of pressures were performed to check the
main pressure integration computer program which is discussed below.
PLUME INDUCED PRESSURE INTEGRATION
The Plume integration computer program was the main tool used to analyze
the IA119 pressure data. This computer program was developed specifically to
analyze the IA119 pressure data and was used to integrate the pressure data
"	 to obtain base and forebody plume induced aerodynamic loads and moments. The
computer program was developed to analyze four run s quen,:es of positive and
negative f sets. This operation is required since portions of the model
have pressure data on only one side. Thus, to analyze the effects of sideslip
required the evaluation of + and - 6 runs. An example of a four run data set
used for analysis at Mach 0.6 would be run sets 153, 158, 155 and 156. These
four sets are shown at the top of Table 3-1 as positive and negative sideslip
data sets for elevon deflections of 10/9 and nominal nozzle gimbal angles.
Both power-on and power-off data sets are required since a portion of the plume
induced data uses power on pressure coefficients while other portions require
only the change in pressure coefficient due to power.
The analysis of the plume induced aerodynamic characteristics was performed
using different pressure data over different portions of the vehicle. This type
of analysis was required because of the unique configuration of the Space Shuttle
and the model configurations used to obtain the forebody aerodynamic charac-
teristics. The two types of pressure data used for analysis are: 1) The power
on C
P 
's for nominal SSME and SRB model power settings; and 2) The power delta
C 's where L C	= C	 - C
p	
ppower	
pPower on	 pPower off
6-3
i '
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The power on C 's were used to evaluate the power-on base forces and,.	 p
moments. The power delta C 's were used to evaluate the change in forebody
p




the different types of pressure data were used is shown in Figure 6-1.
Following is a brief discussion of the analysis technique used to evaluate
the plume induced aerodynamic characteristics.
ORBITER ANALYSIS
BASE
A photograph of the IA119 model orbiter base is shown in Figure 6-2. The
orbiter base includes the base plate, upper body clap areas, and SSME nozzle
bells. The base, nozzle bells, and lower portions of the OMS pods are also
t	 included in the orbiter base.
A complex base pressure integration procedure was used to develop base
force and moment coefficients. The base pressure coefficients were integrated
over the base areas and nozzles to determine base axial force coefficients.
The nozzle configuration used corresponded to the prototype external nozzle
contour, not the model external contour. The rational used was that the external
model contour was sufficiently scaled to develop the base pressure environment,
buc not of the correct shape for the integration of the pressures to determine
nozzle axial forces. A schematic of the SSME model and prototype nozzle
configurations is shown in Figure 6-3.
A different technique was used for the determination of nozzle normal
forces and pitching moments. The Space Shuttle forebody aerodynamic characteris-
tics include power off nozzle forces and moments. Thus, only the power delta
forces and moment on the nozzles are included. The model nozzle configuration
was used to develop the nozzle forces and moments since the normal forces and
moments are developed near the exit plane where model nozzle geometric
similitude is the best. The SSME nozzle hinge moments were determined using
the nominal power-on pressure coefficients and the SSME model geometry.
The SSME instrumentation layout is shown in Figure 6-4. The SSME tap-line-
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The SSME nozzle hinge moments were evaluated using the reference dimensions and
sign convention shown in Figures 6-5 and 6-6.
4^.
	
	 The orbiter base plate pressure instrumentation locations are shown in
Figure 6-7. The base plate orifice, tap line item numbers, vertical locations
T
and areas used to analyze the base plate are presented in Table 6-4. A
schematic showing the relative area size assigned to each pressure is shown
in Figure 6-8. The base plate total area was checked from several drawings as
noted at the bottom of the tables.
y .
	OMS PODS
- The OMS pods were analyzed using the effective areas and orientation as
shown in Figure 6-9. Since only one OMS pod was instrumented, the effective
area is for both pods. The base pressures were averaged at + and - 6 angle
for a 6 run. Close proximity orbiter base plate pressures were used for the
pod overhang areas.
BODY FLAP
The orbiter body flap instrumentation is shown in Figure 6-10. The
effective areas are presented in Table 6-5. Only the upper portion of the bodv








6-11. The forebody plume induced aerodynamic characteristics were evaluated
using the power delta Cp 's. An evaluation of the power delta C p 's at the
highest power setting showed that the forebody power effects are confined to
stations aft of 1375.0, thus only data in this area was considered. Radial ring
locations are presented in Table 6-6. A major problem existed with the orbiter
forebody in that no pressure instrumentation was located on the bottom aft
portion of the orbiter forward of the body flap. The closest wing pressures
were used to determine the plume induced pressure environment in this area as
shown in Figure 6-11.
WING AND ELEVONS
The wing pressure instrumentation layout is presented in Figure 6-12.
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the wing spacial content of the plume induced effects. The limits of the
plume induced effects were found to be limited to the area shown in Figure
6-13. The pressure instrumentation used to evaluate the wing plume induced
aerodynamics was thus limited to that shown in the figure. The net wing
instrumentation used is presented in Tables 6-7 through 6-9. The resultant power
induced wing loads from the pressure integration were different from the gauge
data. The differences are shown in Figures 6-14 through 6-18. The wing power
delta torsion moment from pressure integration had a different sign than the
gauge data as shown in Figure 6-15. The gauge data indicates that the 
XCP 
was
forward of the elevon hinge line. The pressure data gave power induced load
centers aft of the MRP which is believed to be more correct. The sign convention
used for the wing plume induced aerodynamic characteristics is presented in
Figure 6-19.
VERTICAL TAIL
The vertical tail instrumentation location is shown in Figures 6-20 and
6-21. The sign convention used for the vertical tail forces and moments is
shown in Figure 6-22. The effective areas are presented in Table 6-10.
SRB BASE
The SRB nozzle instrumentation layout is shown in Figure 6-23. The proto-
type nozzle configuration was used to determine external aerodynamic loads.
The nozzle configuration used is shown in Figure 6-24. The nozzle pressure
integration was terminated at the compliance ring shown in Figure 6-25. The
nozzle axial areas assigned to each pressure location is presented in Table
6-11. The SRB nozzle hinge moment sign convention is the same as that used
for the SSME as shown in Figure 6-26.
SRB FOREBODY
The SRB forebody instrumentation layout is shown in Figure 6-27 and the
pressure integration area layout in Table 6-12. No consistent trend in power-
delta pressure could be determined except on the skirt. Thus only the skirt
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ET BASE
The Ei base instrumentation layout is shown in Figure 6-28. The area
assignment is presented in Table 6-13. The area assignments were determined
by plotting the ET base pressures and determining pressure contours for
selected Mach numbers. The areas were then evaluated using the base pressure
contours.
ET FOREBODY
The ET forebody power delta pressures were evaluated at the highest power
levels and no forebody pressure delta could be determined. Thus no ET fore-
body was modeled.
Reference areas, lengths, and moment reference locations used for all
aerodynamic characteristics are presented in Table 6-14.
The results of integration of the base p_essure and the forebody power
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	 LABEL	 RUN	 (4)	 LABEL
	
RUN	 (4)
A	 1 6 0 7	 1 7, 32 	 n	 4 P O 4	 26.34 	 H 1 01	 3 4.19B	 1604	 10.44	 B	 +903	 26. 07	 O	 £3003	 3:^. 97C 1601 	 20. 20	 C	 4902 	 2 9. 1 G	 C	 700  1	 31. 2 71	 0	 4901	 30. 06	 p	 700'	 30.23
(2)	 SSME
LEFT WING POSITIVE BETA










MACH LABEL RUN .(4) LABEL RUN (4) LABEL RUN C4)
DATA A 160' 17.32 A 4904 26.3428:07 8301 34.39
a
6 1604 16.4• H 4903 13 93003 35.97
SET 1603 20. 30 C 4-302 29. 35 C 7901 37.27D 4903 30. 09 0 70 D6 30. 23
(2)	 SSME
LEFT WING POSITIVE BETA
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.6 1.05 1.4
MACH LABEL RUN (4) LABEL RUN (4) LABEL RUN (4)DATA n 11503 17.32 A 4904 216. 34 A O1 01 34. 19
SET D
4907 28:07 D 0003 33. 37
C 1601 1 2,'0 C ,902 .T3. 1B C 7901 37.27Q 4901 30. 091 0 7003 313	 231
(2)	 SSME
LEFT WING POSITIVE BETA
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RUN (4) LABEL
4904 2 6. j 4 n
4903 28. 07
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4901 30. 081 9
RUN Cot
03 01 34	 19
a 003 33.97
7S-1 C 1 37. 27
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Figure 6-21. VERTICAL TAIL AREAS
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Figure 6-23. SRB BASE INSTRUMENTATION
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Figure 6-28.	 EXTERNAL TANK BASE PRESSURE INSTRUMENTATION LOCATION
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ORIFICENOZZLEA	 TAPLINEITEM	 AXIAL AREA ~ FT2
i 1 16 114 .287
32 30 1 8 2 .287
33 60 1 8 3 .287
34 90 1 8 ti .267
35 120 1 8 5 I	 .287
36 150 1 8 6 i	 .287
.058 37 180 1 8 7 I	 .287 
38 210 1 8 6 e287 
39 240 1 8 9 .287
40 270 1 8 10 .267
41 300 1 8 11 .267
42 330 1 A 112 .287
43 0 1 9 11 3 1.11
44 30 1 8 14 1.11.
45 60 1 8 15 1.11
46 90 1 8 16 1.11
47 1 20 1 8 17 1.11
32 48 150 1 9 1 i.•11
49 180 1 9 2 1.:1
50 210 1 9 3 1. 1 1
51 240 1 9 4 1. 1 1
52 Z70 1 9 5 1..11
53 300 1 10 6 '1.11
54 330 1 9 7 1. 1 1
55 0 1 9 8 1.28
56 30 1 9 9 1.28
57 60 1 9 i0 1.28
58 90 1 4 11 I	 1. 2 8
59 120 1 9 12 1.28
60 150 1 9 13 1.28
.58 61 180 1 9 14 1.28
62 210 1 9 15 1.28
63 240 1 9 16 1 . 28
64 270 1 9 17 1.28
65 300 1 1! 1 1.? b
66 330 1 1r 2 1.28
6T 0 1 10 3 2.548
68 90 1 1 r) 4 2. 5 4 8
.84 69 180 1 1^ 5 2.548






Table 6-2. SSME #2 PRESSURE INSTRUMENTATION LOCATION AND AREAS
SSME #2
NOZZLE






71 30 2 10 7 .574
72 90 2 1G 8 .574
73 150 2 1C 9 .574
74 210 2 10 1G .431
.058 75 240 2 1 C 1 1 • 287 
76 270 2 17 15 .?87
77 300 2 1 C 13 . 287
78 330 -7 10 14 . 4.3
79 30 2 19 15 2.22
80 90 2 10 16 2.22
01 130 2 1'7 17 2.22
32
82 2i0 2 11 1 1.66
33 244 2 11 2 1. 1 1
84 270 = 11 3 1.11
85 .00 c 11 4 1.11
86 Q 2 11 5 1.66
2 11 6 4.266
88	 90 2 11 7 4.266
89	 150 2 11 8 4.	 6 6
.58 90	 210 2 11 9 3. 2
91	 240 2 11 lC 2.133
92	 270 2 11 11 2. 1? 3
9-,
	
30C 2 11 12 2.133




Table 6-3. SSME #3 PRESSURE INSTRUMENTATION LOCATION AND AREAS
SSME #3
NOZZLE
2X/D	 ORIFICE 9	 TAP LINE ITEM	 AXIAL AREA - FT
71 30 ^ 1" 7 .574
72 90 3 10 6 .574
73 130 3 1 r] 9 .574
74 210 3 10 1G .431
•058 75 240 3 10 11 .267
76 270 3 17 15 .287 
77 300 3 1C' 13 .287
78 330 3 1C 14 .431
79 30 3 10 1t 2922
80 90 3 10 16 2.22
8 1 JV 3 10 17 2.22
82 7-10 3 11 1 1. 66
.32 83 240 3 11 2 1.11
84 270 3 11 3 1. 1 1
85 3v0 3 11 4 . 1 1
86 330 11 1	 5 1.66
87 30 11 6 4.266
88 90 3 11 I	 7 4.266
89 150 3 11 6 4.266
90 210 3 11 9 3. 2
' S8 91. 240 3 1 1 10 2. 133
92 270 3 11 11 2. 133 
9S 3GG 3 11 i 12 2.133
94 330 3 1 1 1 .13 3 .
' J I	 4em-]'-,G
6--38
Table 6-4. ORBITER BASE PLATE PRESSURE INSTRUMENTATION LOCATION AND AREAS
ORIFICE	 LINE ITE`I	 ?	 A-UA k?-EA v 3ASE
301 i5 7 43?. b.^ 4.5901
-^- -	 -304 16 S 4cr. -	 - 19.29 i3.79
305 16 3 7i ?76. 24 . 77 2s.39
306 15 11 34P. 17. 56 17.291
307 15 12 3c2. 9 . cl: 4 !!	 9.39-7
_
	
8	 5^312 16 13 43^. °,.^S
315
-	
16 15	 - ---	 1 I	 _ 7. 56 25c
316 15II 16 37s. I	 15.23 14.95
313 16I :7 3:)2. 5.26 5._97
323 171 33 302. 3.53 3.[.00
326 17 t ► 41) 5. a. 6 8.2661
32% 17 S +8^1.	 J 9.6 9.26E
329 47 13	
- --	
a?2•__.._. _. 10.82 1U.4c
330 17 8 146 3. 6. 31 6 .06>I
331 17 0 30' . 9.34	 f 9.69G{
3 34 1 7 2 340. I	 1 3. `_ U	 1 13.291
335 17 13 302. 8.53 8. urI.%
336 17 1 u 4-15 .
 8. 6 8.266
337 _	 -10 - 12
_
9.6_ t3.^6o
338 17 j	 16	 I 422. 8.6 5.?66
339 1717_ -. 463. l	 10.82 lr,.'
340 ~1 9 i	 1 41	 ). 5. 78 :. 556
341 1? I 2 439. 6.	 is	 I 3.51=
342 1 3 1	 3 3"' 2	 l 9. J^'} a 6,r
3"3 1 ° 4 3C2. S . 28
34 : 19 5 3 1!- 15 . 2 33
345 -1° 6 ---t-----^1S• ?_-4 7.? a 5!
7 ?ur,'.34 6 13 1	 3,. 5U	 1 13, 2
TOT 302.64 293.15
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Table 6-5. ORBITER UPPER BOGY FLAP PRESSURE INSTRUMENTATION LOCATION AND AREAS
ORIFICE LINE ITEM	 x	 A
405 19 10 1288.0 3.0
406 19 11 1312.3 26:0
407 19 12 1344.7 21.0
408 19 13 1373.0 5.0
413 19 14 1288. r 5.5
414 19, 15 1213.3 1G.0
415 19 16 1344.7 16.0
416 19 17 137'.0 8.0
I	 422 2 n 1 1312.  3 80 0
{	 424 2U 2 137 ?.n 12.0
1	 430 20 3 1312.3 5.0
432 20 4 1373.0 4.0
437 20 5 1288.0 3.0
438 20 6 1312.3 7.0 
439 20 7 1344.7 9.0
440 20 8 1 37 3. r 4. I




Table 6-6. ORBITER FOREBODY AND OMS POD INSTRUMENTATION LOCATION
ORIFICE LINE ITEM AREA Y a
"	 649
185 23 12 16.40 1139*0 201.5 0.0
186 14 10 13.89 1139.0 296.5 9x.0
187 14 11 1.10 1139.0 336.5 90.0
188 14 12 13989 1139.0 371.5 45.0
189 14 13 11.10 1139.8 411.5 135.0
190 14 14 11.10 1139.0 1111.5 135.0
191 14 15 5.55 1139.0 461.5 18rJ.0
653
14 16 8.33 113990 441.5 195.0
196 23 15 16.94 1194.0 206.5 f1.015 3 13.89 1194.0 296.5 90.0
197 15 4 11.10 1194.E 336.5 91).r.
195 15 5 13.89 1194.3 371.5 45.0
199 15 6 A.33 1194.1 416.5 135.E
200 15 7 11.10 1194.E 446.5 135.0
201 15 8 9.70 1194.0 471.5 180.0
202 15 9 11.10 1194.') 446.5 225.0
206 23 15 24.1 1244.0 213.5 x''.015 33 15.56 1244 .0 296.5 9r.(,
207 15 14 15.56 1244.0 ?36.5 9 ^.r
208 15 15 15.56 1244.0 371.5 45,0
209 15 16 11.66 1244.0 416.5 135.0
210 15 17 15.56 1244.0 451.5 1350C
211 16 1 7.77 1244.7 471.5 18!.n
212 16 2 15.56 1244.0 451.5 225,0
214 16 3 6.25 1294.7 386.5 45.0
215 16 4 6.25 1294.3 418.5 110.0
216 16 5 15.62 1294.0 396.5 225.0
217 16 6 6.25 1294.0 371.5 29r7.0
409 18 15 9.5 1288.6 3.0 ^.r
433 19 6 9.11 1286.n 89.0 r.0
410 1P, 16 5.0 1313.2 0.0 0.^1
418 19 2 8.0 1?13.2 33.0 x700_
426 19 4 5.0 1313.2 66.0 r.0
434 19 7 7.0 1313.2 88.0 ^.0
411 18 17 8.Irl 1345.6 C.r 0.0
+	 435 19 8 9.0 1345.6 88.0 r.0
'	 412 19 1 4.9 1373.95 G.0 r.0
420 19 3 12.0 1373.95 33.r 0.0
428 19 5 4.0 1773.95 66.0 R.01	




Table 6-7. RIGHT WING PRESSURE INSTRUMENTATION LOCATION AND AREAS
RIGHT WING
ORRIFICE LIME ITEM AREA X Y UPPER SURFACE
633 23 2 5.38 -68.5 35.0 3.14
632 23 1 4.63 -53.0 35.0 3.14
915 22 17 13.19 -11.0 35.0 3.14
667 24 6 4.58 -67.5 55.0 ".14
666 24 5 3.75 -53.0 55.0 3.14
919 24 4 4.16 -11.0 55.0 3.14
700 25 11 8.04 -68.5 95. 3.14
ORIFICE LINE ITEM AREA x Y LOWER SURFACE
650 23 13 5.38 -68.5 35.0 C.04
649 23 12 4963 -53.0 35.0 r.04
917 23 11 13.19 -11.,') 35.0 r,04
684 24 17 4.58 -69.2 55.00 0.04
683 24 16 3. 75 -53.0 55.00 0.04
921 24 15 4.16 -33.0 55.00 0.04
716 26 5 5.70 -69.0 95.00 C.04
715 26 4 2.35 -53.0 95.00 n.04
l
6-4'2
Table 6-8.	 RIGHT ELEVON INBOARC PRESSURE INSTRUMENTATION LOCATION AND AREAS
 ORIFICE LINE ITEM AREA Y y UPPER SURFACE
639 23 7 1.86 -189.0 35.0 3.14
638 23 6 3.99 -172.11 35.0 3.14
•.	 637 23 5 4.34 -149*0 35.0 3.14
636 23 4 4.27 -123.:3 35.' 3.14
6 1 5 23 3 E.46 -103.0 35.0 3614
6 3 24 11 2.71 -185.5 55.0 3.14
672 24 10 4.58 -169.6 55.V 3.14
671 24 9 4.79 -147.2 55.0 3.14
670 24 8 4.38 -124.8 55.0 3.14
669 2°' 7 6.66 -102.4 55.0 3.14
706 25 16 3.7 -178.5 95. 3.14
705 25 15 6.0 -162.0 95. 3.14
704 25 14 6.55 -143.0 95. 3.14
703 25 13 5.42 -122. 95. 3.14
702 25 12 P.56 -101.0 95. 3.14
t	 738 27 4 3.44 -169.5 145.0 3.14
737 27 3 6.56 -156.0 145.0 3.14
736 27 2 5.94 -137.0 145.4 3.14
735 27 1 5.63 -118.0 145.n 3.14
734 26 17 8.44 -99.0 145.0 3.14
770 28 9 2.5 -164.5 185.0 3.14
769 28 6 5.27 -148.2 185.0 3.14
768 28 7 5.27 -133.4 185.0 3.14
767 28 6 c.27 -115.6 185.6 3.14
766 28 5 6.66 -97.8 185.4 3.14
EAUPPER 129.25
ORIFICE LINE ITEM AREA X y LOWER SURFACE
655 24 1 7966 -165.0 35.0 f.04
653 23 15 6.8 -135.0 35.0 0.04
652 23 14 6.46 -103.0 35.0 0.0'4
689 25 5 7.29 -167.6 55.00 0.04
68$ 25 3 4.79 -147.2 55.00 n.04
687 25 2 4.38 -124.8 55.00 ^.04
686 25 1 6.66 -102.4 55.00 f .o 4
721 26 9 9.70 -162.0 95.00 r.C4
720 26 6 6.55 -143.9 95.00 0.04
719 26 7 5.42 -122.1 95.00 n.04
718 26 6 8.56 -101.0 95.017 n *04
753 27 14 10.0 -156.. 145.0 r.04
752 27 13 5.94 -137.0 145. r, 0.n4
751 27 12 5.63 -118. C 145.0 ('.04
750 27 11 B. U 4 -9940 145.0 0.04
785 29 2 7.77 -151.2 815.0 0.04
784 29 1 5.27 -133.4 815.0 f,n4
783 28 17 5.27 -115.6 815.0 r.('4
782 28 16 6.66 --97.8 815.0 PoC4
' - LOWER - 129.25
6-43
iTable 6-9.	 RIGHT ELEUON OUTBOARD PRESSURE INSTRUMENTATION LOCATION AND AREAS
ORIFICE LIVE ITEM AREA X Y UPPER SURFACE
802 29	 13 Z.77 -152.5 235.0 3.14
801 29	 12 9.03 -135.8 235.0 3.14
799 29	 10 7.29 -110.4 235.0 3.14
796 29	 9 7.29 -95.2 235.0 3.14
ORIFICE LINE ITEM AREA X Y LOWER SURFACE
617 30	 5 8.33 -140.0 235.0 0.04
816 3C	 4 8.33 -118.0 235.0 C.C4
1 814 37	 2 9.72 -102.!7 ?35.0 C.C4
1
6-44
Table 6-10. VERTICAL TAIL PRESSURE INSTRUMENTATION LOCATION AND !`REAS
ORIFICE- LINE ITEM A v ^.
505 20 9 16.94 -32.0 27.0
506 20 11; 12.84 25.5 27.0
507 20 11 9.45 67.0 27.0
513 20 12 12.15 3.0 67.0
514 20 13 1G.94 +53.0 67,0
515 20 14 8.5 92.0 67.5
516 20 15 8.5 I26.0 67.0
517 20 16 5.I6 165.0 67.r
522 20 17 12.15 31.0 97.0
523 21 1 13.97 75.5 97.0
525 21 3 12.75 145.5 97.0
526 21 4 4.5 1&5.0 97.0
531 21 5 11.? 61.0 137.0
532 21 6 11.1 106oO 137.E
533 21 7 8.33 139.0 137.0
534 21 8 8.33 167.0 137.0
535 21 9 4.69 19910 137.0
540 21 10 11.1 96.0 17790
541 21 11 9.72 136.0 177.r
542 21 12 7.64 165.0 177.0
543 21 13 6.94 196.0 177.0
544 21 14 4.86 220.5 177. C'
549 21 15 1C.'^3 130.5 217.0
550 21 16 8.85 166.0 217.0
551 21 17 7.38 191.0 217.0
553 22 2 3.99 240.0 217.0
558 22 3 7.29 17r. 0 252.0
559 22 4 6.68 201.0 252. C
560 22 5 4.86 225.0 252.0
561 22 6 3.64 240.0 252.n
562 22 7 '.77 7'6n.0 252.E
566 22 8 3.2 173.t' 257.0
567 22 9 8.35 191.0 287.0
569 22 11 8.79 238.0 28 7. C'
570 22 12 5.21 256.0 267.0




Table 6-11. RIGHT SRB NOZZLE PRESSURE IN:,TRUMENTATION LOCATION AND AREAS
NOZZLZ
X/D	 ORIFICE 6 T? LINE ITE_4	 .:,C1- ,	 k- ?T`
2405 0 9 47 17 .767
2406 30 34.8_ —L __ ___ µ.7-6 Z
2407 60 9 u p 2 767
2408 90 9_ 48 _ Z	 _ . 76 7
2409 120 9 48 4 .
 767
.256 2410 150 9 e 5 .767
2411 180 9 45 6 .767
2412 210
2413 240 9 4S 0 , 76 7
2414 270 9 43 9 .767
2415 300 9 4 p 10 .76-0 
2416 330 9 4 9 11 . 767
2T1 1 0 9 48 12 1,C1
2418 3C 5 -4 2 _3- _. ____ —1 a 5 L-__
2420 90 9 4 5 15 I. 52
2421 120 9 42 16 i.C1
2422 150 9 4?. 17 1 . ^1
13. 2423 180 9 47 14 1.01
2424 210 9 u 9 2 1. 21
2425 240 .9- 4 2 3 ^1a^1._ -
2426 270 1 49 4 1.01
242-7 300 9 49 5 1.'.1
2428 330 9 49 6 I	 I.	 1
24 9 49 7 .5n2
2430 30 9 49 d .582
2431 00 4..4-9_ ? 5 2 2
2432 90 9 49 10
_
,532
2433 120 9 4 q 11 .582
.015 243/- 150 9 49 12 .582
2435 180 9 49 13 .582
2436 210 9 49 14 .582
2437 2.140 9 49 . U.- _ --._..2733
2439 300 9 49 17 .
 8733 
2 440 330 9 50 b2
TOT 28.32
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Table 6-12. LEFT SRB FOREBO DY PRESSURE INSTRUMENTATION LOCATION
x1 X2 91 e2ORIFICE LINE ITEM
2150 43 4 1397.6 1432.3 5 .03 8 T5 .3925
2151 43 5 1397.6 1432.2 .3925 1.1775
2152 43 6 1397.6 1432.2 1.1775 1.9625
2153 43 7 1397.6 1432.2 1.9625 2.74
2154 43 8 1397.6 1432.2 2.74 3.532
2155 43 9 1397.6 1432.3 3.532 4.1215
2156 43 10 1397.6 1432.3 4.1205 4.513
2157 43 11 1397.6 1432.3 4.513 4.90E
2158 43 12 1397.6 1432.3 4.906 5„303
2159 43 13 1397.6 1432.3 5.303 5.8875
2160 43 14 1432.3 1467.3 5.8875 .3925
2161 43 15 1432.3 1467.3 .3925 1.1775
2162 43 16 1432.3 1467.3 1.1775 1.9625
2163 43 17 1432.3 1467.3 1.9625 2.74
2164 44 1 1432.3 1467.3 2.74 3.532
2165 4 t 2 1432.3 1467.3 3.532 4.1215
2166 44 3 1432.3 1467.3 4.1205 4.513
2167 44 4 1432.3 1467.3 4.513 4.906
2168 44 5 1432.3 1467.3 4.906 5.303
2169 44 6 1432.3 1467.3 5.303 5.8875
2170 44 7 1467.3 1487.9 5.8675 .3925
2171 44 8 1467.3 1487.9 '.3925 1.1775
2172 44 9 1467.3 1487.9 1.1775 1.9625
2173 44 10 1467.3 14187.9 1.0625 2.74
2174 44 11 1467.3 1487.9 2.74 7,.532
2175 44 12 1467.3 1487.9 3.532 4.1215
2176 44 13 1467.3 1487.9 4.1205 4.513
2177 44 14 1467.3 1487.9 4.513 4.906
2178 44 15 1467.3 1487.9 4.906 5.303
2179 44 16 1467.3 1487.9 5.303 5.8875
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..	 Table 6-13. EXTERNAL TANK SASE PRESSURE INSTRUMENTATION
ORIFICE LINE ITEM
	 ORIFICE LIVE ITEM
1501 _,j 9-- b 3.882
14 • U 19b1502 39 11.64
1503 39 "_ • u ^'_`? 5.674
1504 39 1 / • UU43 2.568
1505 VU9b 5.674
J .U1081506 4U 6.450
1507 4 " -..	 U Eta 5.136
1508 4U .UUyb 5.674
1509 -4-LL UU95 5.674
-U1061510 4U  6.450
1511 _ 4U a . U(JYb 5.674
y1512 4U .UlUb 6.450
1513 U . U 10 5 6.450
11 .U1 °.b1514 4U 11.64
1516 4 1 e . u 6.450
1J .UU721517 14u 4.300
1518 40 14 . UU4b 2.867
la .UUb31519 4U 3.165
1520 4U It . U06U_ 3.583
11521 41 . U 0413 2.867
1522 41
_ c . UU54 3.225J
.UUb31523 41 3.165
1524 4 1 4 . UUbS 3.285
t) . UUb31525 41 3,165
1526 41 e . uUbb 1 3.285
1527 41 - -- ---. uubu 3.Sa31528
_41 a _.ulUb E.4501530 41 4 .Uc2U 13.141531 }.l 1 . U 160 7.764
. u16U1533 41 11 7.1641534 41 le .UUb U 3.583
. u16U1535 41 1 4 7.764
1536 _4_1 15 .0146 8.840
ic, . U19U1537 41 11.34






4 . U24U 14.33
16.12. u27U
1546 4;:^ 4 .113 1, 67.49
1549 4; 28.79• U4b;
1551 ^c a . U344 19.94
1.553 4L 33.74I . ubbb
1555 42 c . u,534 19.94
1557 42 9 . Ub20 31.05
1563 42 1 .U57b 34.40
1571 42 11 . Ub8U 34.64
1574 42 lc . U':1 54.47
1575
-+0 J .U;,ub 3.8c32
1576 4u 1^o .uU66 2.150
15 77
J__
_. U09U 1 5.375
rA = 597.3
6-48
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DIMENSIONS Tie moment reference locations











Planform area, SREF 2690 ft 
MAC, C 474.81	 in.
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	 The results of the integration of the base pressure and forebody power
delta's are presented in table form in the Appendix. The Output of the Plume
Integration computer program contains all the results of the pressure integra-
tion including base coefficients, forces and moments and forebody coefficient
data from pressure integration along with the gauge data,
a•
An example of the printout from a data set is presented below. The
data are arranged in 9 sections, Section 1 presents the run numbers, Mach
number vehicle configuration and attitude. Section 2 presents the nozzle gas
dynamic properties. Section 3 presents the nozzle gas dynamic similarity
parameter. Section 4 presents the results of the pressure integration over
the base elements and components. Section 5 presents the average base pressure
coefficient for each element- Section 6 presents the nozzle average base
pressure coefficients. Section 7 presents the nozzle hinge moment data. Section
8 presents the forebody data from the gauges. Section 9 presents the forebody
data from pressure integration.
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M0 Engineering & Technology Group
Printouts of each run sequence set is presented in the Appendix. The
data sets are grouped for a constant Mach number. The first data set within
a Mach group is the poker off runs. The second group 2ontains the variable
power runs. The third group are the various elevon deflections. The fourth
group contains the various gimbal angle runs and the fifth group is a 90°
roll run sets.
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Section VIII
BASE MATH MODEL
A math model of the plume induced aerodynamic characteristics has been
detel)ped.which can be used in conjunction with the forebody aerodynamic
characteristics to evaluate the aerodynamic characteristics of the total space
shuttle launch vehicle and each element. Three types of base aerodynamic
characteristics have been developed. These include 1. SSLV and element base
aerodynamic coefficients for Mach numbers of 0.6, 1.05, 1.1, 1.25 and 1.4,
2. SSLV base forces and moments versus altitude up to 160,000 ft. and 3. SSLV
and element base coefficient tolerances for Mach numbers from 0.6 to 1.4. The
math model consists of a description of the base aerodynamic coefficients at a
given Mach number and elevon deflection for various a, B values. Gradients
are provided giving the charge in the aerodynamic characteristics with the
two primary variables that influence the base flow (inboard elevon deflection
and SSME power level).
The base aerodynamic math model is limited to base axial force, normal
forces and pitching moments. Lateral-directional forces and moments exist on
some base components, but no consistent trend could be identified and thus they
are included in the base tolerance model. Base coefficients and tolerances for
each element are provided for Mach numbers of 0.6, 1.05, 1.1, 1.25 and 1.40.
These Mach numbers are compatible with the forebody aerodynamic data base
developed in reference 10 except for Mach 1.4. The forebody aerodynamic data
is at Mach 1.55. The highest Mach number for which data is available from the
IA119 test is 1.4, thus data at Mach 1.4 is provided. The base aerodynamic
coefficient math model is described by the following equation,
Cx = [Cx j	 + [dCx  196 EI ] --A6
El
 + [3Cx /ai SSME POWER] x (A% SSME POWER)
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where [C J	 is a 4x7 matrix for a = +4,0,-4,-8
xi a,R	 S = -6,-4,-2,0,2,4,6
ele^on deflection corresponds to close schedule 6 (Table 9-1)
i = SSLV, ORBITER, ET, LEFT SRB, RIGHT SRB
3Cx /3d	 Gradient for inboard elevon deflection -i	 EI	
function of Mach number only
i = SSLV, ORBITER, ET
aCxi /3%SSME POWER	 Gradient for percent change in SSI-FE
power level - function of Mach number only
i = SSLV,ORBITER
A6 EI -
 Change in inboard elevon deflection from math model value to
inboard elevon deflection of interest.
p%SSME POWER LEVEL - Change in percent SSME power level from math
model value to SSME power level of interest
Values of the coefficient [Cx i ]	 are presented in Tables 8-1 through 8-15
a,B
for each element and the total SSLV vehicle. Values of the coefficient gradients
are presented in Table 8-16.
Base forces and moments have been determined versus altitude using the
base coefficient math model. The base force math model is for the total
vehicle and uses the following model,
i	 aFF	 F	
+ 3F x a + X ad + 
3F	
x (A% SSME POWER)
M 'ALT 	
M a-0	 !aa	 3dEIJ	 EI 3%' SSME POWER
where:
FI -
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a ►
4V	 [3F/3a]
	 Gradient for angle of attack -• function of only altitude
^ ► 	 [3F/36El] Gradient for inboard elevon deflection - function of
altitude only
` t DF/3%SSME POWER][	 Gradient for percent change in SSME power level
^.	 a	 angle of attack
A6EI	
Change in inboard elevon deflection from math model value
to inboard elevon deflection of interest
A%SSME POWER level
	 Change in percent SSME power level from math
model value to SSME power level of interest.
Values of the base axial force, normal force and pitching moment are
presented in Tables 8-17 through 8-19. The base force partials are presented
in Tables 8-20 throug -L_ 8-22.
It is noted that the base axial force coefficient peaks to values higher
than the Space Shuttle Aerodynamic Data Book (ref. 11). An evaluation of the
element axial force contributions leas shown that the main difference was due to
the ET axial force which is presented in Figure 8-1.
An evaluation of the ET power-on and power-off base pressures was made and
the results are shown in Figure 8-2. The figure shows that the power off ET
base pressure compares very well with the ET base pressure from other tests.
The figure also shows that during power-on conditions the ET base is slightly
asperated for Mach numbers less than 1.0 and has base pressures showing
recirculation conditions for Mach numbers greater than 1.0. The present DATA
BOOK average ET base pressure coefficients show slight asperation conditions
for Mach numbers less than .9 but a large recirculation condition between .9
and 1.1, and then a reduction in recirculation from Mach 1.0 to Mach 1.1. This
trend appears questionable and it is believed that the trends shown by the IA119
data are more accurate.
8-3
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The IA156 test noted on Figure 8-2 was conducted using a .02 scale
model of the Space Shuttle Launch vehicle. The model was supported by a sting
attached to the base of the orbiter. The ET base pressure should have a
minimum of support sting interference. Details of the test program and
model configuration can be obtained from reference 12. The IA105 test noted
on Figure 8-2 was conducted using a .03 scale model of the Space Shuttle Launch
vehicle. The model was supported by a forked sting which was attached to the
SRB's. The base pressure on the ET measured during the IA105 test was very
near the base pressure from the IA156 test. Details of the IA105 test program
and model configuration can be obtained from reference 13.
BASE COEFFICIENT TOLERANCES
The base coefficient tolerances are presenL^ed in Tables 8-23 and 8-24.
The coefficient tolerances cover all altitudes and configurations from the base
coefficients presented in the math moriel to flight data and are to a +30 level.
The moment tolerances are considered to be only due to force tolerances. The
moment tolerance due to the aerodynamic center location uncertainty being a
smaller order of magnitude. The base moment coefficient increment equations
are presented in Table 8-24.
Approximately 60 percent of the orbiter normal force is due to the
orbiter axial force. The orbiter normal force tolerance presented in
Table 8-23 was therefore calculated using the orbiter axial force tolerance.
The equation used to determine the normal force tolerance is presented at
the bottom of Table 8-23. The side force coefficient tolerances are due to
side forces that exist on the SSME nozzle bells. Side forces will exist on
the nozzle bells during various gimbal patterns and under angle of sideslip
conditions. These side forces also produce yawing moments and rolling moments.
The majority of the lateral-directional tolerances are due to the orbiter.
The base tolerances include contributions due to 1. test instrumentation
uncertainty, 2. simulation parameter uncertainty, 3. Reynolds number
characteristics, 4. Model-tunnel testing uncertainties, 5. Pressure integra-
tion uncertainties and 6. Math model uncertainties. Each tolerance contribu-
tion is assumed independent and therefore the contributions are combined using
8-4
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the RSS technique. The tolerances thus cover the uncertainty from the math model
to flight data and are to a +30 level with a Gaussian distribution.
The model instrumentation contribution includes the accuracy of the
*	 Sc ni-valve R calculations. The general accuracy is estimated to be Cp=+.013
t	 for values of C  in the range of +.5. The general uncertainty of the
(	 measured pressure coefficients was assumed to be 3%.
+
	
	 The simulation parameter uncertainty was assumed to be due to an uncer-
tainty in the exponent. The estimated uncertainty in the exponent is
shown in Figure 5-2. The exponent uncertainty was converted to an error in
simulation that generally represented a 10 percent uncertainty in base force
y
coefficients. The Reynolds number-scale uncertainty was obtained using past
flight test to wind-tunnel test results. This factor is a judgement factor
and includes the differences between the Saturn V and Titan 3C flight and
wind tunnel data, reduced to account for the plume technology program learning
curve. This factor also includes a hot flow simulation uncertainty factor.
The Reynolds number-scale uncertainty was generally 10% of the nominal base
coefficient.
Model configuration uncertainties includes the effect of the support
stings that will influence the flow field at angles of sideslip along with
uncertainties due to other model configuration inaccuracies that potentially
influence the local flow fields. Uncertainties due to model configuration
similitude were approximately 7% of the nominal force coefficients.
Integration uncertainties include the potential error involved in the
integration technique and represent approximately 3 percent of the nominal
force coefficients.
The math model uncertainty includes the errors of independent variables
in the math model of the base forces and moments. Independent variables not
included in the math model of the base forces and moments include nozzle
gimbal angle and outboard elevon position.
8-5
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An evaluation of the base coefficients was made to determine the technique
for combining the element tolerances to obtain the SSLV tolerances. The dif-
ferent base flow conditions can be compared by considering the variation of the
element axial force coefficients versus the similarity parameter. Presented
in Figures 8-3 and 8-4 are the base axial force coefficients for each element
versus the similarity parameter. Figure 8-3 shows that the orbiter base axial
force coefficient increases with SSME nozzle similarity parameter and decreases
with SRB similarity parameter. Figure 8-4 shows that the ET and SRB base
axial force coefficient decreases with both the SRB similarity parameter and
the SSME similarity parameter. Thus an error that would cause the nominal
value of similarity parameter to increase or de grease would result in a
correlated increase or decrease in the base axial force of both the ET and the
SRB's, but not the orbiter. The total vehicle base axial force increases with
SSME similarity parameter and decreases with SRB similarity parameter as shown
in Figure 8-5. This trend is similar for the majority of the Mach numbers.
The technique that was used to develop the SSLV base tolerances was to
correlate the SRB and ET base tolerances and RSS those to the orbiter base
coefficient tolerance. This procedure was used for the base axial force and
normal force coefficients. The SSI;V base side force coefficient was obtained
by using the RSS technique for each element.
The forebody plume induced aerodynamic characteristics have been developed
in conjunction with the base plume induced aerodynamic characteristics to all^w
a complete description of the plume induced characteristics of the Space
Shuttle Launch Vehicle. The forebody plume induced aerodynamic characteristics
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.Ut)0,5 .(,U( 1 3 ^00O3 •r)0L'3 60003 .0r,u5Jai`' !luU is
.Utlub •UIIU2 -.i]Uu2
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Moom 1.05	 h =	 10/9
BASE AXIAL FORCE COEFFICIENT eI0




-2 4 61;jIt L Al r, IiIt)0 -6
.1yU7 •1's'42 •1892 .1o3c •14;0 •1090 19u 7T ,i I ­ L_ 6k- A 1l)5 u -4. 1'414 • It 9t)
-I 899) fl ,i9 ; . 1 891 .1 B95
.1` 14TL•T h L LLA IU:)U. r.,. . l g I1 • 1971 .197u
.197j .1970 • 1970 . 1971T„I V^ " I.,A lut)u 4.
.21,31 •2047 .2047 .2041 .2047 •?`147 .20,516LA 1050 -8. . UStou • U46 b . p4b6 0 04b . r,4bb 90486 • 0550AAA 10:)U -4.
.Ub57 •049b .0456
.049x, .049u .0496 ti•U'570t ,, ALA IUJU U. .0594 •U534 •f1b3 4 .0534 .0534 .0534
.u59401,x: AL.A I U 1 u 4.
.U61U -0561 .0561
.0561 90561 .0,961 .0610E( 6LA IUt)U -be . 0 447 41UU4 .1004
.1004 91004 91004 .9947E i ALA IUZOu -4.
.092t) .0983 809b3 o f)963 • 0983 *09F3
-0926VI ALA lU:)U U. .U442
-1012
.1012 .In12 •1012 01012 .0942El ALA lu;)u 4. .U469 .lubo
.1050 .IU5u .1050 •1050 .0969rr-ar., at-A lUSu -be .0112 •0201 00201 00201 •0201 .0201
.02U5
co	
h-:Dn,i LLA 1 U9 U -4.
.022U
-0?06 60208 .0?Ob •0208 .02Ut-
.U211!	 I<-6h^, 6LA 1UJu U.
.0112 •U212 •x1212 .0212 .0212 •0212 •U213s	 k -5Kr 6LA 1USu 4. .02:25
-0218 .0218
.021d .0216 •0211 .0227
L-^j ► % ,s 4 k-A lUJu -U.
.0205 •U?01 00201 .02U1 •0201 •0201 00212L - fi r. i ilk- A Iu:)u -4.
.U?11 •:12ub
-01268 00200 .0208 •0208
.0210L- .r r ^t'• ALA IuZ)U U. .0213
-u212 .0212 .0212 •0212- •0212
-U222uLH 1 U50 4 0
.:1_'27
























BASE NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT M^ = 1.05 = 10/4
e 
I r7 rteq
s % SSME POWER = 88.4'
ELEMENT n
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 
m
6l.11 01_01-a . 926Y . 026y . 02o9 • 02F.t)
- UN101	 ,11	 ► ► L.N IC:j0 -4. .01 1 16 00211 . x 2 75
.027:, -0275 0295 .0311;l,. 1 «^ ra1.1r' lu:^lJ ^^.
.U341 •U316 •,1296
.0^1}E, .0290 - o31t, -U3,+1I .. I ► % L u4r, ikj jU 4o . . (133 1 .0317 . 0 31 j
-n317 .0337 . U ,3	 7 &blu.iv - to . 11.^U3 • U?_db . *)269
- 9269 • 0269 . r) 2'* • 0 3 03




10:	 , u. .0 54U • U.71h • t:% 296 - Cf 9U .np96 *0316 . U3 -+o
U^rr




E_ ^ c^.f l 0 SU -4. o0 •0 *0
.0
.Lri -(1 -UF.^ acrd lu:iL) u* .0 •U .0
.0 .0
-0 -U
t I A4,N lflbu 4- .^, .0 .a .a
.o .o .0
0
i; ak,N lU SU -8. -.,1[ U1 • U(JU O -QUOU .0()0(1 .r10Gu •0000 -	 Unt,2
f , - ter,,; L.k1v 1U5U -4. -UU10 •UU01 a Out) 1 .0()U1 •00u1 -0001
-.00011ALr„ luau U. , r)u u1 •UU UU 00000 .00ou 40aU0 •oo0u - U OUJh-5 75 . ANN luSU 46 .0003
-Uuo2 .0002 6Or?oe, .0002 .o(M2
-OOUOL -•;J n Ls .6 v- IUt)U -+36 '.0002 •Out)U *00ou .0000 -0000 .0000
-,0001L -Seri a, r4 IU^)U -4.
- . 0D U1 •0U01 .0U01 .0001 .0001 .00(11 .UO(io
L-;,r. f, A.N IUt^u U. ,O(Iuu
-000U a0000 .0000
-Or100 -0000 .UDU1L -:,ho ANN 10bu 44 ,0000 0UUU2 .nUO2 10002 .00U2 -0002
-0003
Table 8-6
BASE PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT Mm =	 1.05	 5 =	 10/9
eI0
t3 % SSME POWER = 88.43
ELEMENT a
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6To1NL A
	
rv, 1U 5u -b.
-.0114
- • U11)m - • 0102. -.01U2 - . 0102 - .01np -.011:}1O1„L af1,M ioSu -49 -










.01200 -.01401 u f AL AI.M l u .`.)u 4.
-.0149
 -. 0140 -. , 130
- . 013u -. 0130
- * 0140
-,U149
0o,u ALM lut)u -8s
-.01118























-.0145El W-M luz)u -88 .0 .Q
.0 00 on 00 .oE l A LM iU^)U -4.
.0 to 00 •o 00 00 ouL I Ak-M iu^)u u. .0 OU
•p .o .0El A lubu 40 .0
.0 .q 0
.0
r^-Sh1j at- w, 1 _,5U -b.
.Ouul • UUUU .UUGO .0,,10(0
.0000 •0001
.00:;3
oo	 K	 S6%3 4LM : ubU -+• .UUUU - • UUJl -.UUol
-00001
-•00ul .0000 .0oul
`.0•i!.	 t^ - ^ 4- r. 1U5u u. - .0001 •UUUU •J00U
.0900 uouo •0000 •0000^._1V 1 jL)u 40
-. JU04












-•0001 •00+j0L-ar%L ULi^, 10)u U.
.0060 • UUUU • UuGO 6000u
.0000 • 00110



























Table 8- 7 M =	 1,i0	 b 10/9
BASE AXIAL FORCE COEFFICIENT eI0
a
s
% SSHE POWEP = 88.4% rteq
°'
-6 -4
-2 0 2 4' 6 n'aa%.A 11uu -^i. 0166,3 - lb25 01591
. 1`s91
.1591
- 162 *1663 12.
a l-A 11Uu -40




A -^ A l l u u ^^ .
.16/1 • 1629 •1589 01569 -1569
.1629 -1671 zaLA lluu T.
.17-20 -1b94 •1664






-0435 .0475a-.A 11UU -4. •0492 •U4b4 -0419
-041`) •0419 •0454 80492
ALA lluu %I.
.0519 .U47b
-0438 .043b .0436 •047h
-U51`7ALA llu u 40







- U826 0°04LA 11UU -4.
.U713b -080U'	 f •0814
-0814 -0814 00800
.U7b6ALA 11UU U• .07b9 •UBU2 •0813
.0813 •0813








-0175A,..A 11Uu U• .Olbb •0117 .0169
-0169 90169 .0173 •0177ALA 11Uu 4-
.019U 60163 0017b .0176 •0176 •0178 .U1b1ALA llUU -b• .01.17 •0170
-0165 00165 •0165 .0175 •0165Ak. A 11UU -4- •0175 •0171 •[11b8 00168 901b8 •0176
-0164ALA 11UU U. .0177 •0173
-0169
-01b9 •0169
-0177 -0186ALA 11UU 4.
.0161

























Mco =	 1.10	 d e = 10/9
BASE NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT IO




-2 0 2 4 6 r.oTUTAL ALN 11UU -8. 102b5 .0L55 00240 .0240 •0240 .0255 90269TOT A L W.N IJUU -4. 10287 •0264 .0242 .0242 .0242 00264 .0287
TOT A L aLN 11OU U. .0309 • 0278 90253 .0253 •0253 • 0276 .0309TOT A L al.N 1101 4.
.O;GO 00299 •n274 .0274 •0274 .0299 .0320ORO ALN 11UU -b.
.0271 .0255 .0240 .024U 90240 .0255
.0671
0KU ALN 11UU -4.
.0286 00262 .0240 ,0240 •0240 •0262 .0286 nURU 4LN iluu 00 .0307 •0278 •0253 .0253 00253 .0278 .0307 ?oku ALN 11UU 4. .0316 •0286 .n272 .02.72 .0272 :0296 .0316 0Li ALN 11UU -60 .0 00 00
.0 00 •0 .0 «°oET AL14 11uU -49 00 4-0 00 40
.0 •0 00ET aLN llUU U. .0 00 •0 .0 .0 •0 .0L ALN 11UU 4.
.0 •U .0
.0 00 60 00 °ek - ,hrs 6 ,- N lluu -8.
-.0001 •UU00 .0000 .0000 .000U 00000
-.00ul
v
h -5' % O 4L N 11UU -4• .0000 00001 .0001
.0001 •0001 - •0001 .0001h-^)h ' 3 6%- N li u u U, .Uuul •Ouou .p0U0 .00ou •000U •0000 •OOU1R
-5 ►<u aLN lluu 4. .JUU4 •ODU2 .0001 00001 .0001 90001 .Uouo
nuN liou -60 - .UULT1 •UUUU .nuo0 ,0000 •0000 00000
-00061L-5hd LLN i1JU -4.
.Ouul •OU01 00001 00001 •OOul .0001 .0000 ALN 11UU u• .ouul •ODUU 60000 .00Ou .0000 •0000 00001L- ;,hb 4LN lluu 4. .UUUU •0001 00001 .0001 00001 .0002 .0004
.,.^ .•
Table 3-9 !	 M^ =	 1.10	 s = 10/9
BASE P.T r HING MOMENT	 OEFFICIENT€ eI0
s
% SSME POWER = 88.4%
ELEMENT a
-6 -4 O 2 4 6




--0100 --0104TuTHL 4 1-M 11U U -4, -.C';116 ---U106 -.0096 -.0096 -•0096 -.0106











Urd ALM 1% .' ju -bo -.0XV6 -•01UO -.0095 --0095 --0095 -.0100
-.0106
ulid ALM 11JU -•4, -.0116 ---9104 --U094
-.0094 --0094
-1 -0104 .0116










LT ALM ; luu -80 40 to -0 00 ,0
-0 00
Ef AL M 11uu --4. „0 ,.0 00 ,O ,0 00 00
LT ALM 11uu U, 90 -0 00 00 00 00 00
ET ALM 11UU 4, ,U .0 00 -0 00	 __..-*a- -	 -	 - --"0
R-SHb ALM 11UU -89 .00U1 00000 00000 -OOOU .0000 00000 •00U1
R-SilU ALM 11UU -4. .GUUO -90001 -00001 -00001
-00001 -00001
-OOUO
R-5,Kb ALM 11UU U• -.0001 -000U .0000 00001 90(100 •0000 -000e1
o	 R-5Ka ALM 11 UU 4.
-.0004 -.0002 -.0001
-.0001 --0o01 -.0001 . noGO
L-bKB AL{a 11uu -80 ,0001 00000 6000c .0000 60000 00000 9000!.L-SKd ALM 11UU -46 .00UO - . 0001 --OU01
-00001 -00001 =:0D01 .0000
L-bKb ALM 11UU U• °60001 00000 00000 00000 •0000 •0000 -,OOU1
























BASE AXIAL FORCE COEFFICIENT





TUT A L ALA 125U -0.
.1420 .1363 .1300
TU{.H L ALA 12tU -4. 01356 01296 .1245
TOT H.L ALA 125U U •
.13:36 .1276 .1214
T,)JAL &LA 125U 4.
.1350
.1290 .1233UKU ALA 1250 -do 00390 • O384 .0375
oRd ALA 125U -4. ,0392 •0376 .0374
ORD vLA 125u U. .0402 00386 .0372
Ukts ALA i;.SU 49
. U419 *U397 00383
LT . ALA 125U -V.
.U761 .0731 .0703
ET ALA 1250 -4.
.0672 00662 •0653
El ALA 12`30 U. . 0656 •0636 00610
LT Auk 125U 4.
.0652 4063U .0604
R -Srcb ALA 125u -H. 00135 •0124 .0111
00	 r t -Sf^b ALA 125u -4.
.01`31 •0132 00109
rt-Sttb eta 125u 0. .0146 •0130 90116
H-ShB e,^A 125U 4.
.0144 •0134 .0123L-yKU ALA 1250
-ACS. 00134 •0124 00111
L-SNu ALA 12^U -4. .0141 •0126 00109
L-^nif ALA 1250 U• .0132 •U124 .0116
















0 % SSME POWER = 88.4%
0 2 4 6
.1300 .1300 •. 1.363 .1420
.1245 •1245 .1296 .1356
• 1214




.0375 •0375 .0384 9.0390
.0374 .0374 .0376 .0392
.0372 .0372 .0386
.0402
.0383 .0383 .0397 00419
. 0703
... • 0 703_ .
_ _-:.0 731 .071





90604 .0604 .0630 •0652
.0111 60111 1 0124 .0134
.0109 •0109 .0126 .0141








00109 60109 • 0132 •0151
.011b 00116 . 0130 .0146
.0123 •0123 •01 34 .0144
v	 w	 w
Table 8-11
BASE NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT
sELEMENT
TOT AL 604 1Z5u
-S. .0215 -0215 .0214
.0214
TJi AL A(.N 12aU -4. .0214 •U214 90215
.0215
T,jIAL 4LN 125u u• .0236 •0229 00222 .0217
TOT A L atN 12bu 4.
.0247 •U239 .0231 .0223
UItG 6-N 125 0 -b. .0212 00212 00213
.0214
Otid oLN 1Z5u -40
.U215 90215 •0215 90215
Ur b 44- N 12ou U. *02.54
-UP-27
 . 0220 *0215
Ot;rj ANN 125u 4. .0248 .024U .0233 .0225El ALN 1250 -be . 0 • U • 0 60
ET At- N 1250 -4.
.0 00 00 00
Ll G(.N 1250 U.
.0 0 0 00 .0
FT ALN 12t)U 4.
.0 00 00 00k-5hd ANN 125 U -be 00001 •0uu l .00uo .0000
R-5,K6 6LN 125 U -4.
-.OuUl - 0 0001 4000U 0000u
H -5K b ANN 12t^ u U. . o UUo •oouU .0001 00001
N	 R-;hb 41.N 125u 4.
-.DU U1 - • UUol -.OU 01 -.0001L-- )hb M-N 125U -80
.0002 0OUO2 00001 00001
L_->KU 4LN 1250 -4.
.0000 •Oouo .0000 00000L-;hb &LN 1250 U. .00U2 00002 .0001
.0001




Mm = 1.25 d
eI0 
= 101-2
% SSME POWER = 88.4%
2 4 6
•0214 .0215 .0215
6021 _	 • 0214 ."0214
*0222
.0229 .0236









































Moo 1 .10 5	 d = 101-2BASE PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT
F
"10
% SSME POWER = 88.4'
ELEMENT a
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6
f(GTAL ALM 12:^U -80




-.0082TOT A L ALM 12^u -4.










TOTAL 41.M 125(1 4-
-.0103
- • U098 - • 0093
-.0088
- • 0093 -t;J J98 -60103




--00780mu ALM 12bU -4. -.00lb3





.0083Os<u A1.M 125u 00









-40095 " • 0099
-•O1U4LT 41.M 129U -do
.0 00 00 60 00 00 .oET ALL 125u -4. .0 .0 .0
• 0 0 0 . U
ET ALM 1 25 u U. .0
-U 60 .0
-0 00 90ET ALL 12au 4 0
.0 •U on .0 80 ._.. 0 .. .00.









--00030 -_ ►> K j ns. M 1e_5 u 440 10001 -UUU1 .0001 .0nol •0001
.0000 00000
L-SK U 6 4 ti , 12t)U -be -.ODU3
--0003 -.0002 4000U •0000_ -•nool
-_900oi
L-Sna ALNi 125U -4- .0000 •UUUU .0000 .0000





















BASE AXIAL FORCE COEFFICIENT








































































































TUT A L 4%-A 14UU -no 91U82 91062 •1U42
1 %_) I A L ALA 140U -4. . U999 • 0 999 o(1978
IUTAL QUA 14UU U. .U993 •U991 .0962
T,) I I% L 4l A 14uu 4 9 . O y a 9 • 0 9bl • (1 939J , ^,) ALA 14UO _6 • . U295 • U29b • 0287
Oftd ALA 14UU -4.
-02 9 7 00291 •0292
Ut,,u aUA 14UU U. .0309 603U9 .0303
UJW 4LA 14UU 4. .U314 •U3Ub •(1303
Ll aUA 14UU -8o .UbU2 •Ubue .0563
LT ALA 14UU -4. .0525 •U525 .0525
E1 &LA 14UU u• .UbU5 •U5U5 •0500
ET ALA 14UU 46
.0482 90482 .0477
►t-St to 41.A 14UU -b. .OU95 • uu9b o Ubb
k-5nLi aLA 14UU -4. .UU91 0OU91 •0083
k -SO % L; ALA 14UU U. . (JU94 - OU9 4 00082
R-S lt t.s ALA 14UU w. 0OU90 0OU90 -OU61
L-SHo aUA 14UU -6. .UUYO •UUyU •0084L- jhL; 4LA 14UU -49 .UU66 • UUBb . 0078
L-;,t l 0 ALA 14UU U • . UU65 6OU85 . ((077




^^ r a+r _^
	 1 	 ^	 ..	 . ,...^. .-r^s"^n^err;-- ^°^^--_--^..m--^i-•--^ir.^4 +I^i
Table 8-14
r^
BASE NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT M
m
 = 1.40
	 8 = 101 -2
eI0




-2 0 2 4 6T,jfAL ALN 14UU -b. .U1 /1 •0171 •0169
.0 16c •0169 •0171 .0171T^_ • 1++L At- N 14uu -40 0UIU8 •0168 .0167
.0167 •0167 •0168 00168JjJ A L ALN 14UU U• .0185 •0185 •0179 .0174 .0179 .0185 .0185JUJ AL nLN 14UU 4.
.01d7 •0161 .rilbu
.0176 001b0 .0187 .01$7Onu 14UU -b.
.Ulb9 •U169 .01t)b 0016t3 .nlub •0169 .0169Gi<J ALIJ 14UU -40
.ul72 •U112 90170 .0169 .0170 •0172 .U172Jrtu A,.ri 14UU i1. .Ul b4 •UI 84 .x;179 .U17u
.0179 •0184 .0184
.Jrnu ALN 14uU 4. .0192 .U1-J2
.01ti7 .0181 .01c7 00192 .0192LT A..\j 14uU -61 10 .0 .O .0 00 00 .0E, uLN 14UU -4. .f^
.0
.0 .0 00 00E.I LLN 14uu U.
.0 00 on on 00 00
.0t I A 14UU 40 .11 .V *i1
.0 fi 00
.0ALP: 14UU -6o
.UUUu • Of , 0U .0UU0
.000J .0001 .0002
.00u2k - S hy i aLN 14JU -a. -. f )Uu4 - * J004 - .00p2 - .0001 - .0001 00000
.0000ii -a r ..3 t, - N 14uU U.
-.0f'u1 -.0001
--0U01
-.0001 .0001 .0002 .Ot1U 2,:L,r 14uu 4.
-UUU-5 -•UuU3
-. _10(14
-.0004 -•0003 -• .0002
-.0002L ->f.^ ALiI 1400 -d. .OI,U2
.0002 .0001 .Onuu •00uu 00000 .0000L	 0 ALN 14UU -4. 0f)UUU •0000 - * nUO1 -.0001
-.OlU2




















BASE PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT
	




SSME POWER = 97%
ELEMENT a -6 -4 -2 0
TLTAL "^M 14.;U -80
-0JU63 - 9 0063 -•0064 -00066
lUi P% L ALM 14UU -4.
-.UU60 - • 0060 - 0 0U62
-00064:
Tk AL ALM 14UU U. -
.U(J7 4 - •OO74 - •O U 71 --.0obB













UI L) ALM 14UU U. - . JP14 -•UU74
-.nU73 - . 007U
U.,u ALM 14UU 4. -.0061 ­ 0061 -.0077 -.0074
Li ALM 14UU -be
.0 -0 .(1 .0
t 1 ALM 1 4UU -4. .f)
.0 •(' .0
LJ ALM 14UU U. .11 .0 . J .0
0 1 ALM 140U 4. .J .0 .0 00
ALM 14UU -ho 000UU -UODU •OUOU .00ouh L$ ALM 14UU -4. .0004 •0004 •(j0(;6 900020o	 K -,nu ALM 14UU U. .0()02 -UUU2 *0001 .0001
r^ 	 r;-5+^; ALM 14UU 4. .0003 •n'.IU3 •(j004 .0005
L-^)
	
,3 aLM 14UU -b. -
.UUU3 - -000.5 -00001 .0000
L -5r<u ALM 14UU -4. .0000 00000 •0001 00000
L-5hb ALM 14UU 00
-,UUU2 -•0002 .0001 .0001




























































































/a% SSME POWER] x 10
Act
 sst_v QRHI It - K LT SSLV UHBI1, RaUU o 6102
— 
.ODU S •,7U28 -0007
.0007




.iIUU^ •L;U15 •0001' 00000
cc  •uUUU .U(lUI (in1 00J1n .Onic
r, •`+,j 0 U U . U1)0u • U 	 0 U —• 0006
—.0011cJ ,	 L'1 uvu •UuUU .U(aU(; .r iUr:U • 0U02 • 110Uc
U tU'.)u •ijuUI .(Mul •0000 •0iun5 •COOL)(. 1 1JJ •Ut,u1




Cii t L+ U Li u UU1 U 0 t j 1 .r
—.







—•n00(:•? i 1Ju —^UuC1 "•UUU1 07UL)0
— 00i02
—•000,L.•. t G^U — ''^jLIU1 — 000UI
.UU(;U — 00002 — .n00?






Engineering & Technology Group
Table 8-17
BASE AXIAL FORCE	 (LBS)
ALTITUDE
TOTAL
NOMINAL % SSME ALTITUDE
TOTAL
NOMINAL c'' SSME(ft)
POWER LEVEL (ft) POWER LEVEL
0 0 109 52500 46240 109
4000 41295 109 55000 33015
6000 1121x6 109 57500 27690
8000 148363 109 60000 19389
10000 162595 107 62500 12579
12000 178724 101 65000 7039
14000 193983 95 67500 2504
16000 209734 88.4 70000 -2022
18000 226100 72500 -5026
19000 240776 75000 -7416 1
20000 257649 77500 -9434
21000 309484 80000 -10837 !
22000 341482 85000 -12161
23000 354185 90000 -12341
24000 357716 95000 -12191
25000 338036 100000 -11700
26000 294479 110000 -10812
24000 256747 V 120000 -9258
30000 230650 88.4 130000 -7641
34000 193188 93 140000 -7074 f
38000 157365 105 145000 -6554










Engintering 6 Technology Group CANGKft lOF POOR QUALITY
Table 8-18




	 `,:;	 SSME ALTITUDE
TOTAL
NOMINAL O; SSME
(ft) POWER LEVEL (ft) POWER LEVEL
0 0 109 47500 15315 109
5000 18500 109 50000 12685
10000 24966 107 52500 10322
12000 ?6861 101 55000 8303
14 1?00 28381 95 57500 6785
15000 30163 $8.4 6000C 5476
18000 32278 62500 4500
19000 33678 65000 3900
2000C 36009 67500 2700
21000 41054 70000 2090
22000 48096 75000 117'.
23000 50853 80000 391
24000 51688 85000 -193 M
25000 50621 90000 -565
26000 45343 95000 -791
28000 40842 100000 -1023
30000 39239 88.4 110000 -1221
34000 35678 93 120000 -1380
38000 28850 105 130000 -1384
40000 25704 109 140000 -1451
42500 21982 109 150000 -1500









ALTITUDE PITCHING MOMENT NOMINAL % SSME ALTITUDE PITCHING MOMENT NOMINAL % SSME
(ft) (ft-lbs) POWER LEVEL (ft) (ft-lbs) POWER LEVEL
0 0 109 47500 -995473 1	 9
5000 -1220000 109 50000 -828630
10000 -1296826 107 52500 -684740
12000 -1374159 101 55000 -563750
14000 -1441528 95 57500 -462600
16000 -1484908 88.4 60000 -385320
18000 -1535100 62500 -320000
19000 -1589046 65000 -250000
20000 -1701877 67500 -200000
21000 -1937440 70000 -159200
22000 -2206003 75000 -38110
23000 -2218121 80000 -39080
24000 -2187319 85000 -4825
25000 -2101904 90000 14130
26000 -1942585 95000 41395
28000 -1785366 100000 55800
30000 -1713072 88.4 110000 72303
I
34000 -1515453 93 120000 32300
38000 -1202968 105 130000 84635
40000 -1750000 109 140000 88920
42500 -1458720 109 150000 -:,000 ,
45000 -1232990 109 160000 95000 109
I
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Table 8-20
BASE AXIAL FORCE PARTIALS
ALTITUDE 3AF/aa CAF/38El DAF/3% SSME POWER
(ft) (LB/DEG) (LB /DEG) (LB/%)
10000 -133.1.0 2623.0 73.0
12000 -1361.0 2959.0 71.0
14000 -1536.0 3255.0 62.0
16000 -1823.0 3665.0 43.0
18000 -2454.0 5653.0 26.0
19000 -2667.0 6400.0 23.0
20000 -2716.0 7761.0 31.0
21000 -2021.0 8842.0 107.0
22000 -705.0 9138.0 138.0
230LI 0 1040.0 9098.0 159.0
24000 2461.0 8533.0 167.0
25000 3148.0 6959.0 169.0
26000 2911.0 4350.0 167.0
28000 1627.0 1864.0 142.0
30000 514.0 171.0 158.0
34000 -583.0 87.0 96.0
38000 -1014.0 21.0 -112.0
T
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Table 8-21
i NORMAL FORCE PARTIALS
ALTITUDE aNF /aa M
/a6EI
3NF/a% SSME POWER
9 (Et) (LB/DEG} (LB/DEG) (I-B/%} }10000 -270.0 0.0 20.0
12000 -307.0 0.0 18.0
14000 -318.0 13.0 13.0
16000 -318.0 35.0 9.6
18000 -337.0 176.0 15.0
19000 -381.0 213.0 18.0
20000 -403.0 264.0 39.0
21000 -410.0 276.0 83.0
22000 -352.0 280.0 90.0
23000 0.0 244.0 91.0
24000 328.0 213.0 87.0
25000 845.0 166.0 83.0
R 26000 886.0 167.0 80.0
28000 551.0 169.0 68.0
73.030000 282.0 171.0
34000 139.0 174.0 45.0
38000 131.0 175.0 -47.0
M
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MACH NO. SSLV1 ORB ET SRB(1)
.6 .0104 .0031 .0065 0017
.8 .0107 .0031 .0072 .0015
• 9 .0156 .0046 .0107 .0021
.95 .0359 .0088 .0270 .0039
1.05
.0239 .0080 .0161 .0032
1.10
.0169 .0057 .0115 .0022
1.15
.0133 .0046 .0091 .0017
1.25 .0086 .0033 .0060 .0010
1.40
.0062 .0024 .0045 .0006
+o CN*
.6 .00291 .00193 .0010 .0006
•8 .0028 .0019 .0009 .0006
.9 .0037 .0028 .0013 .0006
.95 .0065 .0053 .0025 .0006
1.05
.0058 .0048 .0022 .0005
1.10 .0047 .0034 .0016 .0008
1.15
.0037 .0028 .0013 .0006
1.25 .0032
.0020 .0009 .0008
1.40 ,0027 .0014 .0007 .0008
+A 
CY
.6 .00272 .0025 .0005 .0006
.8 .0022 .0020 .0005 .0005
.9 .0017 .0015 .0006 .0004
.95 .0017 .0015 .0007 .0004
1.05 .0018 .0015 .0009 .0004
1.10 .0019 .0015 .0010 .0004
1.15 .0017 .0015 .0007 .0004
1.25 .0017 .0015 .0006 .0004
1.40 .0016 .0014 .0005 .0004
1.	 ACA = v.	
(ACAo)2...+




+ (ACy ET )2 } (ACA SRB )2 + (ACASkn)2
3.	 ACNo = 0.6ACAo
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Table 8-24
BASE MOMENT INCREMENTS





xACYN = AC Y (iN ) + ACA LL)
AC Q
 = AC  ( L^ } - ACN (LL)
The SSLV moment increment is determined by the following equations




 + (ACYN )
2
 + (ACYN	 )2 + (ACYN	
}2



























NOTE; L = 1290 INCHES
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Section IX
FOREBODY PLUME INDUCED MATH MODEL
The nominal forebody plume induced aerodynamic characteristics were small
except on the Orbiter fuselage,
	 inboard elevon and the vertica
-
1 , tail,	 Mat "
models have thus been developed for the SSLV,Orbiter,	 the inboard elevon hinge
moment and the vertical tail, 	 The SSLV and Orbiter normal force, pitching
moment and inboard elevon hinge moment has the following type of math model.
F
I X A 6	 .	 r-,cl,	 C
N
+	 lac Im	 + DC /D6N	 EI	 N	 EOET	 >1 x A6EO






is a 4x7 matrix for	 a = +4,0,-4,-8
^ = -69-4,-2^0,2,4,6
elevon deflection corresponds to close schedule b-	 (Table 9-1,
DC /m is a 4x7 matrix for	 a	 +4,0,-4,-8N	 EI >	
-6,-4,-2,0,2,4,6
<
> gradient for inboard elevon deflections > nominal (Table 9-2,
-7,-12)
< gradient for inboard elevon deflections < nominal (Table 9-3,
-8,-13)
DC N 196 EO is a 4x7 matrix for	 a = +4,0,-4,-8
>	 =	 -6,-4,-2,0,2,4,6
> gradient for outboard elevon deflections > nominal (Table 9-4,
-9,-14)
< gradient for outboard elevon deflections < nominal (Table 9-5,
A6 EI	 - change in inboard elevon deflection from nominal value specifiedin Table 9-1 to inboard elevon deflection of interest.
A6 EO - change in outboard elevon deflection from nominal value
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J
The orbiter normal force and pitching moment math models were derived
from the results of the pressure integration of the power-delta pressure coef-
ficients. The orbiter data used to derive the math model is presented in the 	 t
tabulated data in the Appendix - Section 9 (Forebodv Pressure Integration) of
9
the printout sheet (Gee Section VII). The SSLV and Orbiter math models are
i
identical since only the orbiter plume effects are included in the math model.
The hinge moment math model was derived from the left wing gauge data,
although the data is presented for the right wing. A comparison of the left
wing gauge data and the right wing pressure integration data was made to
evaluate the best data to use and the gauge data had the most consistent trend
with changes in attitude g ad configuration. The left wing gauge data used to
develop the hinge moment math model is presented in the tabulated data in the
appendix in Section 8 (GAUGE DATA) of the printout sheet (see Section VII).
The vertical tail shear force, bending moment and torsion moment coef-









for elevon deflections noted on the table.
C,.v , vertical tail power delta shear force coefficient is presented
in Table 9-16
CBv, vertical tail power delta bending moment coefficient is presented
in Table 9-17
CTv , vertical tail power delta torsion moment coefficient is presented
in Table 9-18
The vertical tail shear force math model includes only the a-B matrix at the
nominal elevon deflection. No influence of elevon deflections are included.
The vertical tail power induced shear force, bending moment, and torsion
moment coefficients are presented in Tables 9-16 through 9-18.
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The vertical tail math model was derived from the integration of the
vertical tail pressure data presented in the tabulated data in the appendix in
Section 9 (Forebody Pressure Integration) of the printout sheet (see r-ection
VII).
FOREBODY COEFFICIENT TOLERANCES
Forebody tolerances have been developed for all forebody elements and
components. As mentioned above, only the Orbiter, inboard elevon hinge
moment and the vertical tail had measurable plume induced aerodynamic changes
that could be effectively modeled. The other elements and components have zero
nominal math model plume induced aerodynamic characteristics. Tolerances have
been developed for all element and components, however, to account for all pos-
sible variations in plume induced aerodynamic characteristics. The forebody
element and component force coefficient tolerances are presented as tabled
values that are the +3o variation of the nominal coefficient. The +3o variation
covers the potential variation of the coefficient fror,; the math model results
to expected flight data values.
The SSLV and element force coefficient tolerances are presented in Table
9-19. The moment increment equations are presented in Table 9-20. The
component force coefficient tolerances and moment equations are presented in
Tables 9-21 and 9-22. The moment tolerances require using equations that
include the force coefficient tolerances along with the nominal aerodynamic
center in conjunction with the nominal forebody power delta (when ¢0) times
the aerodynamic center tolerance.
The forebody tolerances include contributions due to 1. test instrumenta-
tion uncertainty, 2. simulation parameter uncertainty, 3. Reynolds number
characteristics, 4. Model-tunnel testing uncertainties, 5. Pressure integration
uncertainties and 6. Math model uncertainties. Each tolerance contribution is
assumed independent and therefore the contributions are combined using the RSS
technique. The tolerances thus cover the uncertainty from the math model to
flight data and are to a +3a level with a Gussian distribution.
The forebody coefficients are determined using power delta's. Thus the
instrumentation accuracy includes two independent measurementE that are combined
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by the RSS techniques. The instrumentation accuracy for a single measurement is
	 f
estimated to be 3 percent. Thus two measurements would be 4.3 percent. The
general uncertainty in the nominal forebody force coefficient due to instruuienta-
tion uncertainty was estimated at 50 percent of the calculated nominal forebody	 +$
coefficient. The similarity parameter uncertainty was estimated to be 30 percent
of the nominal, Reynolds number and scale effect was estimated to be 100 percent
of the nominal, model uncertainties were estimated to be 30 percent of the
nominal, integration uncertainties at 30 percent of the nominal and math model
uncertainties were estimated at 20 percent of the nominal value. The net RSS
tolerance value for the forebody coefficients are .large compared to the nominal
math model values. This is because the nominal math model force coefficients
are small. If the math model is not used the tolerance would oe approximately
double the values presented and it was determined that forebody tolerances
approaching double the values presented in fable 9-19 would be excessive.
Portions of the forebody have zero nominal plume induced aerodynamic force
coefficients in the math model although specific computed values have been
determined and are listed in the tabulated data in the appendix (see Section VII).
The tolerance analysis discussed above considered the nominal values calculated
j	 although the math model nominal force coefficients are zero.
The analysis of the forebody plume induced aerodynamic characteristics
and tolerances was a difficult task. The majority of the plume induced loads
occurred on the aft portion of the orbiter, where there is little pressure
instrumentation, and on the inboard elevon. The pressure data on the inboard
elevon was generally sufficient to determine loads, but was not sufficiently
accurate to determine hinge moments. The gauge data was more consistent,
although the gauge hinge moment data does not agree with the hinge moment from
more recent power off. tests (refs. 12 and 13). One possible reason for this
disagreement is due to the IA119 model having an old wing configuration. Attempts
have been made to account for those problems in the tolerance values presented.
Difficulties were also experienced with the vertical tail pressure data in that
certain pressure data had to be discarded.
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-6 -4 -2 0 +2 +4 +6
.6	 10/9 4 + • uuuu +.ilUSy +.(:U^-P +.0,1:57 +.01058 +.0059 +.(1060
0 +•ut)oe +•,:uc,L! +.uutb3 +•U064 +.f oo3 +•0062 +-00b2
-4 + uuug +-JUL9 +.uU70 +.U01n +-0070 +00009 +.0069
-8 +•u(jut) +•,^UbI f-.uu7u +.UU13 +.nU70 +-OOb7 +.n066
.8	 10/9 4 + . uU ,+O +-UU45 +.UU44 +.UU43 +.0044 +.0045 +.00460 +.UU4tj t.uU4+1 +•r_U 43 +•UU 41 +•00+3 +.0044 +.00,45
-4 +. UU4L +.UL,45 +.UU 41 +.UU50 +^n0 4 7 +.0045 +.0042
- 8 + . uuJ/ +*OU4.S +.LU49 +.UU55 +•0049 +.0043 +.0037
o
.90	 10/9
4 +.uu39 +.UU39 +.UU39 +.UUS9 + 90 C39 +•0039 +.n 03g
0 +•UU2c +.(1616 +.UU13 +.U610 +00013 +•0016 +.0020
-4 +•uuuu +•U612 +.UU18 +.U0?3 +00U18 +•0012 +.n0U6





-00045 -.0026 -. f)
0 - • UU3 .+ - •uu41 - •('U48
-.0055 -0no48 -.0041 -.0034
-4 -•U U50 °•L.'.U46 -.(,041
-•UU36 -•0041 -•0046 -.0050




	 10/9 4 +•UIJ3-1
+e LiUr- , +.UU14 +.0003 +.0014 +•0026 +0037
0 +•Uu39 +.uue,9 +.6u2u +.Uulo +.nU,^o +. 00c9 +.UU39
-4 + • uu52 +•0043 +.uU34 +•U(124 +.0034 +.0043 +.OU52
-8 + • UU63 4.06,94 +.0045 +•UU36 4.nu45 +.0054 +.OU63
Table 9 -iU	 SSLV AND ORBITER POWER DELTA - NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT - FOREBODY
d
MACH	 e 1 a -6 -4 -2 0 +2 +4 +6
1.10	 10/9 4 +.uuG3 +-UU61 +00058 +•0050 +•0058 +00061 +.0063
0 +.UU85 +.uubu +.UU70 +.Ou53 +.(1070 +-0080 +.0085
-4 +•uU90 +-.1uta5 +.Uubu +-UC;75 +-00150 +.0065 +00090
-8 +-uu9G +-uU9.5 +.UU90 +0uubtl +.0090 +•0093 +.0096
1.15	 10/5 4 + - uuQO + -0011 +.Ou51 +900bx +.!1057 +•0077 +00080
0 +.uo79 *.0075 +*HU57 +.0052 +.0057 +.0075 +,0079 
-4 +.uUBC +•Ut,l1 +.(+u72 +60070 +.0072 +.0077 +00080
-8 +-uu95 +.0(192 +00081 +.UU79 +.pool +-o092 +.0095
1.25	 101-2 a +. UU43 +•UU46 +.('U53 +•Outw +00053 +•0048 +.0043
0 + • UU55 +•(;Ut)y 1-•uu63 +.OUo7 +01063 +•0059 +.0055
-4 +-uu70 +•Uu-/u +•0071 +•0011 +•0071 +.0070 +.0070
-8 +-0095 +•UU96 +0('099 +•0102 + -0099 +•0096 +.0093
1.40	 10/-2 4 +.uuro +.s;u5b +. Cut) z +*Ut)47 +.00 +•0056 0.0060
0 +.Ouzo +-UU:)b +.()U51 +•UU47 +00051 +.0056 +.0060
-4 +•uu68 +•UU'/u +.0073 +.01175 +.0073 +.0070 +.0068
-8 +.Uu g u +-u1u1 +.ti105 +•010F, +.01u5 +.0101 +90096
Table 9-2a. SSLV AND ORBITER POWER DELTA - NORMAL FORCL COEFFICIENT - FOREBODY





-2 0 +2 +4 +6
.6 4 +.uuuS +-u0U4 +.0004 +•UUu,i +.0004 +.0004 +.0005
0 + •UUUS +-uUut) +.UUU4 +•UUU3 +.nOj4 +.0065 +.0U05
-4 + - uuul +.UUL,S +.0004 +.0003 +.t10U4 +•0005 +.1:005
-8 +-JuJ3 +.(;Ut ') +.I1u03 +-0002 +-00]3 +.00(15 +.0005
P 4 + - uuu" +.0 LOU I +0(juu5 + - U 0 U ; +.0005 +.0007 +.0009
0 + - uuJ y +. uUU6 +0 LUOti +• 0007 ;-0008 +00008 +.0009
- 4 + - JUiI +.I1uut) +.!:Uob + - UJU^ +-00u5 +-0008 +.0011
-8 +-0U1 +*OUI,i +.UU01 -.0004 +.nUul +.00u7 +.n013
a
I
.90 4 +.UUu4 +.t,l,us +.1 U01 -.UU01 +.(,,Oul +•0003 +.r)004
0 +.uuud +•u01.-u +.t;UUS +,0004 +.UOu5 +.0006 +.n008
-
4 +.uuu! +.tiUUI +.000Ii +.uUUf, +.00;,8 +.0007 +.Ooo7
-8 --UUA 4.UUut, +.1100 4 +40Ouh + - 0 U u 4 +.0060 -.n004
.95 4 +•uuuj +.L,uue +. ODU 1 +. 0000 +. n011 +.00u2 +.0003
0 --UJJ4 -011ULtj - - t-JUH --UOIt! -.nuub --0006 -•0004
-4 + . uuui +•1)Uu1 +.('6u(I +-00U(I +•OOJO +-00u1 +.0001 O
-8 + - uut.i + -(IUU1 +.UUUI +00001 +•0001 +000(11 +.0001 po r
mro
cia
1.05 4 - • uuui +•0000 +.uuu^ +•0003 +.00u2 +-0060 -•Hopi _
0 +.JUU1 4-uUUJ +.0004 +.0001) + . n 0 U 4 +.0003 +.'001 =
-4 - - tf ^IlJ -. ^I 0tjto -. IIUJC +•OCU4 •- n0u2 •- 0008 - 0013• '^ U1




















Table 9-2b.	 SSLV AND ORBITER POWER DELTA - NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT -	 FOREBODY
INBOARD ELEVON GRADIENT




-4 -2 0 +2 +4
1.10 4 taUUUu +.JIuu4 - .1;UU3 -.0007 -.(I(JU3 +*OuU20 - * otJUI - OIuu5 -.c Uu y -00013
-.ocu5 -.0005
-4 - • uu U 0 1 U -.l.uU8 -•0007
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-•0010
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-4 - •li u j-,3 -•uu02 -.QU01 -•U0UI
-•0001 -.0002
-8 +-0ULiU +•+JUUU -61,UO2 -.0003
-.0002 +.0000
i
Table 9-3a.	 SSLV AND ORBITER POWER DELTA - NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT - FOREBODY
INBOARD ELEVON GRADIENT - 6 	 LESS THAN NOMINALE
3
MACH a
-6 -4 -2 0 +2 +4 +6
.E 4 +.UUU4 +•0003 +.(iUo.^ +•OJU3 +•0003 +•0003 +.0004
0 + 4 u U u I +•UUL1 +aODU 2 +•U9U3 +.00J2 +.0001 +00001
- 4 +. U uu;j +.001.5 +.uuu5 +.00U4 +.(,)0u5 +.0005 +.Ooo5
-8 +.uuuj +•uULJ4 +.1 +uu.5 +.0002 +.n003 +.0004 +.0003
.8 4 +.Uuuu +•(,u0u +.0001 +•UOU2 +•OOul +•0000 +.0000
0 -.utiu^) -•U0UJ -.(,U01 +•UOUO - •1001 - •0003 - .0005
-4 - •uuul - 01)L; L.J +.t.u01 +.UUUS +.0001 -•0003 -•0007
-8 - •uuuJ -•U(JLI +.UUO2 +000G5 +•OOJ2 -.0001 -•0003
.90 it +. ju.Lj +0001? +.110uJ -.0002 +.nou5 +.0012 +00018
0 +.uLj11 +•uuu! +61M)Ls +00001 +•0004 +.0067 +00011
- 4 - -uuu4 +*t:U04 +.IJU12 +400Lo +•f1612 +.0004 -.0004
-8 + . Uu,:e +aULI	 U +.f}UIU +-0J16 +•n('18 +•0020 +.0022
.95 4 +•uu29 +.u(j1c -.1:UU5
- .UU 2c") -.00J5 +•0012 +.0029
0 -
 
• uuu:j -•-jull -.1,015 - • UUei) -011015 -.0011 -.0005
-4 - • UJ14 -.('Ur-2 -%UU 3 0 -.Uu3y -.00,30 •-••0022 -*001 4
-8 - • u^)cG f)036 -.U(141 - • 0035 - •0029 - . ^- -
_
- 00022
1.05 4 - .uuui -•UUU2 -.(,uu.5 -.0004 -.0003 -.0002 -.0001
0 -•uulu -•OULu -.(,0(12 +.0001 -•n6u2 -•o0U6 -.0010
-4 - • uuu! - .uU15 -.0002 +.00U(i -.0002 -.0005 -*0007
- 8 - .x,(111 - .UUt'9 -.0007 -.UUu') -.00u7 -•0009 -.0y11
Table 9-3b.	 SSLV AND ORBITER POWER DELTA - NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT - FOREBOOY





-4 -2 0 +2 +4 +6
1.10 4 - • UU11 -(JUUu -onuUS -•UUU2 -.n0u5 -00008 -.0011
0 - .UuuG +•I,)6011 +.I;UO3 + n 0 0U'i +.POU3 +•0000 -•0002
-4 - •uUu^ - aUut,2 +,U002 +.U0U^j +.t:UU2 -.00(12 -.0005
-8 -•uuuu - .UtiU4 - .U+JU2 -•0004 -.00u6 -00008
1.15 4 - • uuu:^ - •UUU4 -.UUU3 -•UUU3 -90003 -110004 -.0005
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-4
- • uuul - •UUUr -.(;007 -.0UU7 -.00J7 -.0007 -.00Q7
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w
0	 1.25 4 + . uuuu +•liULit) 4&0001 -6UJU2 +.0001 +.0005 +.0008
0 +.UUVl +.uUU1 +.11000 +.UOU0 +.0000 +.0001 +.0001
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-4 +.uuuu +•(+U1Su +.UUOU +.UOOrJ +.00,00 +.00UO +.0000
-8 +.0000 +•LlLJL, V +.U0UU +.UUU0 +6()0G0 +.0000 +00000
Table 9-4a.	 SSLV AND ORBITER POWER DELTA - NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT - FOREBODY
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0
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-•uuu -L - •utlC1 +.uuGU +.uuu0 +.000u - .0081 - .0001
-8 +•uuuu +.(IuUU +6000u +.0000 +.0000 +.0000 +.0000
..^. -e ^. ^. we ^.. ^. ^^+ w..	 ^a g	 _ ^+ .ter arre .^^ mv^ qpo
Table 9-5a. SSLV AND ORBITER POWER DELTA - NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT - FOREBODY




-6 -4 -2 0 +2 +4 +6
.6 4 +-UUUu +•UUUU +.UUUO +.UUU1 +.n0u0 +•0000 +.0000
0 +-uUuu +•UUuu +.(J000 --0001 +-f}UUO +00000 +.0000
-4 + - UiJul +oUOLl +0UU00 -00oul +.r)OOO +•0001 +.0U01
-8 +• Liu u.: +•uuj1 +.UuOU -.0001 +.0000 +•0001 +•0003
.8 4 - • Juu i + -O000 +.0001 +4UUU1 +.00ul +-0000 -00001
0 +.U00J +•UUUU -.oUU1 - •0001 -00011 +•0000 +.0001
_4 t.000J +-OUuU +.0000 +-0000 +.0000 +•0000 +60000
_g +.uUuU +90000 +.C1U01 +.0001 +-0001 +-0000 +•0000
w	 .90 4 +.uUuo +-i1uUhS +.t!UUY +-UJ1G +-00U9 +00008 .0006
0 +.UUU - + - UUub + 9 U U 0 4 +-0003 +• f l, 004 +•0065 +.U005
-4 +•uUU4 +-UU1U +.Uu 2 U +-UU33 +-0020 +60010 +.0004
-8 + - UulL, +0HUC.O +.00,50 +.UU 40 +.0,0.30 +.0020 +.0010
.95 4 + - Uo;ju -•lluu? - .IIU(}4 --ODU5", -•P0j;4 --0002 +00000
0 - -U Liu 4 -•1,(11,4 - •U U(}4 - -00UF) - •()0U4 - •00(A - .0!)04
-4 +•uuuu -•uuue_l --hU04 --000b -•0004 -•0002 +00000
-2 + • UUu"+ +•U(jul +00001 +.0000 +-0001 +-0002 +.0004
1.05 4 +•uuuu +•uUUU +.000U +.0000 +-0000 +.00f)0 +.0000




-4 _+ . 11uuu - - uuul - .11 0U2 - .UUU2 -.0002 --0001 +60000
- 8 + • UUUU +01MA +.000U +.Uuu(J +.00uO +.0000 +.0000
Table 9-5b.	 SSLV AND ORBITER POl!ER DELTA - NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT - FOREBODY
OUTBOARD ELEVON GRADIENT - 6 E0 LESS THAN NOMINAL
a
MACH	 a
-6 -4 -2 0 +2 +4
1.10	 4 +•uuul +•UUUl +.UUOi +.U0u 1 +•0001 +•0001
0 +•uuuu +,u(1k)1 +.1.+001 +-UUU2 +.OuCl +•0001
-4 +.Uuuu +•UU01 +90uU1 +•UUU2 +-00ul +•0001







,.... __	 _ .._ ., .,
	
..	 . . ...:.. ...... . .: :... .. :.:.o-tn	 .,.,.w,..^.^.b^^,:.,^.^;,•<Y,R-,,.^	 _	 ..	 +^^III^IlM1111^
1.15	 4 + • u0-! *•uuu1 +.0000 +•U000 +•0000 +•0001 +00001
0 -•00U1 - •uuul +a0000 +•OOUO +•OOuo -.o0ul -.0001
-4 + .L)uu1 +•kluul +.0000 +•ODUO +•001)0 +.0001 +60001
-8 +•UUUU +00000 + .uUOO +.0uu0 +00000 +•0000 +.0000
1.25
	 4 +• u uu.1 +.uUU1 +.0000 -•uuu1 +.00u0 +00001 +.0001
0 +.0000 +•uuuU +.Uuul +•UUU2 +.OUul +.0000 +•0000
-4
-# -UuOu +611GUu +.nUOO +•00un +.0000 +.0000 +.0000
_8 +.Utju y +.000.5 +.UUO2 +400ul +.n002 +100003 +.000+
1.40	 4 +.Uuu3 +.UUU5 +.(,uo5 +.0005 +.(]005 +.0005 +.0005
0 +•uUU3 +.0UU3 +•0003 +00007t, +.00u3 +•0003 +.0003
-4 +•Uuul +•UU61 +.0001 +•0UU1 +.0001 +•0001 +••0001
_8 +.0001 +.Uuul +0UUO2 +•UUU2 +.0002 +.0061 +.0001
Table 9-6a.
	 SSLV AND ORBITER POWER DELTA - PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT - FOREBODY
6 $
MACH	 e 1 a . -6
-4




















- •uuuj - 006t;,S -.(,U65 - .uubq
-.00U5 -.0063
-.0060
.8	 10/9 4 - -UV4e
-•IJL141 -.1!()40
--0169 -.0040
-.0041 -oOU420 - - u u 4 1 -•UU4U -•OU39
-•uOJF; - •(10,39
- •0040 - .0041

















0 - • uuiu - •UU14 - 00012 - •UUUI) - •0012 - •0014 - .0016
- 4 - • uuu^) - •Uul.y -.UUlb
-•UUL2
-•0016 -00009 -400(3






+ . uull +•UL'c6 +.l!U45 +-U0U3 +•0045 +.0028 +90u11
+ • uUjo +911042 +.0U46 +.UU55 +•004b +•0042 +.OJ36
-4 +.uU^;,2 +•UU46 +.UU44 +00039 +-0044 +.0048 +.0052













- • ;JU4 g - •^JU41 -.UU 32 -.UU 23 --0032
-•0041 -.00 45





	 SSLV AND ORBITER POWER DELTA - PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT - FOREBODY
a s
MACH	 e 1 a. -6 -4 -2 0 +2 +4 +6
1.10



















1.15	 10/5 4 - .uuII -.HIJU9 -.VU6U - .UtJ51 -•060
-•0069 -.0077




- 4 - •uuiI - • UU14 -.OU71 -.Uu6P
-.0071
-.0074 -.0077
























































Table 9-7a. SSLV AND ORBITER POWER DELTA - PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT - FOREBODY -
INBOARD ELEVON GRADIENT - 6 E GREATER THAN NOMINAL
MACH c1
-6 -4
-2 0 +2 +11, +6
.6 4 +•UUUU -•UUUI -.ODU2 -.UUU3 -.0002 -00001 +.0000
0 - • UUub -•uuu5 -.0U05 -.U0U5
--0005 --•0005 -•0005
- 4 -•uuu3 -•0006 -.UUUS -.UI]U7




•uuul -•UUu6 -.UU04 -.0003 -•00u4 -.0006 -.0007
.8 4 - • uuu/ - •UL,u^) -.(JUO3
-•U0U1
-•0003 -•0005 -.0007





-4 - • uuliu -•UUif:i -.uUub -•0001
-•0005 -•000b
-60010





•90 4 - - Uui,e -.0002 +.UUU4 +.0004 +.0004 -00002 -.0002
0 - • uvuo -•UQUo -*(.011 -80Uu9 - •0011 - .0006 ___ - .UOQb
-4 -•uuuo -•uu(,r -.0007 -.UU06
-•0007 -•OOU7 -00008
-8 + - Uuu^ -•uuui --01juu5 -•000;3 -.0005 -00001 +.0002
.95 4 +.uUI L) +	 h +.Uu01 - .0UUS +•0001 +.0008 +00016
0 + • UU44 + -11t111 +.UU12 +.0007 +•0012 +•0017 +.OU22
-4 +•uuu4 + 0 0 u u 4 +.(IU07 +.OUus +.0007 +•0004 +.0004
-8 +.UUU4 +•UUU4 +.0004 +.UUU4 +.00u4 +.0004 +.0004
1.05 4 +•Uuii +•uuut) -*0007
-.UO17
-•0007 +90005 +00011
0 - • UJ1.,4 + - UUUi +•UUU4 +•UOum +.0004 +00001 -.;7004
-4 + - uuui +•UUU4 f.Uuu7 +.0010 +.007 +.0004 +000p1
-8 - - J U 6 4 +•ULJUO +.0003 +•UUU6 +•(1003 +00000 -.0004
4	
^4A. ,
Table 9-7b. SSLV AND ORBITER POWER DELTA - PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT - FOREBODY -
INBOARD ELEVON GRADIENT - 6 E GREATER THAN NOMINAL
a
MACH a
-6 -A -2 0 +2 +4 +6
1.10 4 -•uUU y -•UUU4 +.UOuU +•UUU4 +.nouo -.0004 -.0000•)
0 +.uuuz +.Uuuc {O+.UO^ +•UUU2 +.00u 2 +.0002 +.0002
-4 +.,1uur +.U0Ub +.UUU4 +•00U3 +.0064 +.0006 +.0007
-8 +o U dtj 14 +.(,GUS +.0u01 -.0001 +.0001 +*0002 +.0004
1.15 4 +.l)uui +.UuL!1 +0uu0'0 +00000 +.0000 +.0001 +.0001
0 +.Ouul +.UUUl +.0001 +.Uuul +800"01 +.00ul +.0001
-4 - .Ouui - • UUUI +aUuuU +.UUU] +•Oo(UO -•0001 -•f]001
-8 +. 0
	Uu +•uUU11 -60001 -•000e' -.Q0u1 +00000 +10000
co
	 1.25 4 - - uuu:+ - •. ;Uu^ - •UUUI +•UUU 0001 -•0002 -.0003
0 -•uuui -•Uuul +.000u +•UoUo +.00uu -00001 -.0001
- 4 - •uilul - a(,uui +.tI U U0 +•UuU0 +.0000 - 40001 - .0001
-8 +•Guuu +•UUUU +.Ul)U0 +00000 +.Oouo +00000 +.0000
1.40 4 +.uuul +•tiuu1 +,JUOU -. U001 +000u0 +•0001 +.00G1
0 *•uuu l +•Uuul +.uuou +•ODUO +.QOuo +.0001 *.0001
-4 +. u,jul +. Uou 1 +. UUou +. UUUO +00000 +.0001 +.0001
-8 + 0 U U U U +•u0u0 +.UUuU +.UOUO +.Oo00 +00000 +.0000
Table 9-8a.	 SSLV AND ORBITER POWER DELTA - PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT
- FOREBODY -
INBOARD ELEVON GRADIENT - 8E	 LESS THAN NOMINAL
I
MACH a -6 -4 -2 0 +2 +4 +6
.6 4 +.uuuu +.uuuo +.ouu0 +..uou0 +.00uo +40ouo +,0000
0 +•uuuu +•uuuu +.U(1ou +.ODU 1 +.00Uo +60000 +.0000
-4 +•uuUI +9tioul +.UUUU +.UUU1 +•Oouo +60001 +.0001
-8 +.uuus +•uuul +.vuou +.ouul +.0000 +00001 +.0003
.8 4 +•uuul +•uJUU -.(juol -.0001 -900ul +.0000 +.0001
0 -•Uuul +.uuuu +.OU61 +-0001 +.00ul +•0000 -.()001
-4 +.uuuu +.uUUU +.UUOU +.()000 +.00uo +.0000 +.0000
-8 +.uuuu +OilUu(1 -.Uuul -.UUU1 -.0001 +•0060 +00000
90 4 -•uuuu - quuud -.0008 -,0009 -.0006 -•OoU8
-•0006
0 - • uuuJ -•uuu5 -.0003 -.uuu3 -.o0(j3 -.0005
-.0005
-4 - • UUU4 -•uulu - .U016 - .0060 -•Oulb -•0010 -.0004
-8 - •uUlu - •uucu - .('028 -6001)!3 -•002-8 -00020
-•0010
.95 4 + . uuui +•i ► 11u,^ +.0003 +.0004 +-0003 +90002 +000oo
0 i.uuu-'+ +•UUU4 +.0003 +•0UU4 +.o0U3 +.0004 +.0004
-4 +• uuuu +• UUU2 +. (.R103 +.0004 +.0003 +.0002 +.0000
-8 +•uuu 4 -*0UL,,? -.0U01 +•UUUO -•0001 -•0002 +.0004
1.05 4 + . uuuu *•uuuu +.Uuuo +00000 +•0000 +•0000 +•000_0
0 + . uuul +•0(iuI +.Uuol +.UUul +•OOU1 +.0001 +•0001
-4 +•uuuu +•JUU1 +.UUO2 +•UUU2 +60002 +.0001 +.0000
-8 . +.uuuu +•uuUU +.(1000 +.Uuuo +•ouu0 +.000G +00000
Table 9-8b. SSLV AND ORBITER POWER DELTA - PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT - FOREBODY -
INBOARD ELEVON GRADIENT - 6E I
 LESS THAN NOMINAL
MACH a
-b -4 -2 0 +2 +4 +b
1.10 4 ° • UUul -•uUu1 -.0u01
-.0001
-•00ul -.0001 -60001
0 +.000U -•UUul -.Ou01 -•UUU2
-.0001 -00001 +00000




-8 +•uuuu -.0uU1 -.r,uU1 -.00U2
-.Or1u1 --•00u1 +.0000
1.15 4 - • uuul -•0UU1 +.r;u00 +•UJUU +-.0000
-•0001 -00001
0 + • uuul +.00u1 +.00011 +.00011 +.0000 +.0001 +00001
-4 -•uuul -•L?L,ul +*UUUu +•UUUO +.00uO
-•0001 -00001
-8 +•UUUU +•UUUU +.[0U0 +.U0Ur +00000 +•0000 +.0000
°	 1.25 4 -•uuul -.uUul +.U000 +•oo(jn +.n0u0 -.0001 -.0001
0 +.Uuuu +•uuu(i -.11001 -.UUUZ - •OOul +.0000 +.0000
-4 +.uuuu i.U000 +60000 +.Oou0 +.OUuo +.0000 +.0000
























Table 9-9a. SSLV AND ORBITER POWER DELTA - PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT - FOREBODY -
OUTBOARD ELEVON LRADIENT - 6 EQ GREATER THAN NOMINAL
a
MACH a -6 -4 -? Q +2 +4 +6
.6 4 -fuuut) -•UUU4 -*0004 -•0003 -•0004 -.0004 -.Ooo5
0 - • 000D -•UU04 -.11004 -60003 -.n0u4 -00004 -.0005
-4 - • UUUt) -401jub -.C'U04 -•Uuu,3 - .nUU 4 --0005 - .0005
_8 - - iJuut) - •t,uus - 000015 -.0uU2 -.nUO3 -.0003 -.o0o5
.8 4 - • uuud 19DUUb -.0004 -06002
-.00u4
-.0006 -,OOUB
0 - • 0uu4 -•LIOUn - •(joub -.0uU7 -•(!Uu8 - .00U6
- •('60g
-4 -•uUll -•uUUU -.L'UU5
- •CUJ2 - .nou5
- •UUUB
-•0011
-8 - • GUIs. -•Uuuh -60U61 +•0064
- .00u1 -•0006 -90U12
4 - • uuu.5 -•UU1:2 -.k•U01 +•UUJ1 -•0clu1 -•UUO2 -.0Q03
0 -•Uuuu -•;)6Ub -.(.-UUS -•0004 -•OUu5 -•0006 -.0006
- 4 -•uuul - •UUL,1 - ,IIUU7 -.0007 -.0007 -.0067 -.0007
-8 + . UUu ,+ +•UUUU -•t)UU4 -•0uu7 -.f)U04 +00000 +.0004
.95 4 -•i,uuj - • uuuc^ - .';uuI +.uout" -•.OUul
-•ODU2 -.00030 + • LJt,u 14 +•'jUW) +01,UO8 +•00Uh +.nuub +•0005 +.0004
-4 - • uOu1 °.,,uul +.f)(JUU +.000^ +.0000
-•0001 -.0001
-8 -•uuuI - .Out,1 UU1 - .0Uu1 0Uu1 -.0001
-.0001
1.05 4 +.uuuI +•UuUU - 01)00? "•U0U' - .0OL12 +.0000 +60001
0 -• ;uul -
.uuu 3 0uu6
-.00u4 -60Ou3 -.UUU1
-4 +.uU1G +•Uuub +01rUO2 -.0004 +•f)0u2 +00008 +,0012
-8 +.UUUI +*(JOU4 +.0UO2 -.0uu2 +00002 1.uO04 +.0007
^.r
	
^-s	 i 	 ^.vn^: t	 ^	 ♦ 	 ..	 ...  ..	 ._	 ..	 ^	 R.,.......	 i+i-.....^	 : svw.J	 Vn+sw'^	 NIL.^+1	 .
Table 9-9b.	 SSLV AND ORBITER POWER DELTA -	 PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT - FOREBODY -




MACH -6 -4 -2 0 +2 +4 +6
1.10 4 -•uuu^) -aUUI,;^_ +011UU3 +.UUUb +.OUu3 -00002 -•0005
0 +.Uuui +.uuu`^ {.UuUt+ +.0012 +.nOt,b +•0005 +00001
-4 +•uuiu +•uuIu +.uut)7 +00000 +•OOu7 +•0010 +•OU10
-8 t.uu1J +•UUU / 4.t:UU2 --(1UU 3 +.n0u2 +.ODU7 +.0013
1.15 4 +.U,Iuu +•i,uu6 +.(oUU4 +•UL)u? +.0Uu4 +.00u6 +.0008
0 +. i luuu + - UUt-u +9PUOU ­ (IOU 1 4	 no 4.00U0 +.0000
-4 + - UUU(d +•uuti5 +.0004 +.uuU1 +anLlLj4 +-00U5 +.(j008
-8 --uUU4 -•1,JU2 +.06(11 +.0006 +•V-0u2 -00002 -.0004
N
1.25 4 --uUuc: +•UOb1 +.UUU`+ +•uUu6 +.00,14 +.0001 -00002
0 + - uuui +•UO U2 ;.UUO3 +.UJU4 +.n0u3 +-0002 +00001
-4 400JUJ +•t1i)uJ +.GUU2 +•()uU7 +.UU()? +.U,1)U3 +.nu03
-8 +.UUU;:-, +•uUl,2 +.uuUJ +.0003 +00006 +.ODU2 +•0002
1. a 0 4 +•JUUv +•uuub +*0004 +.UULI', +.OL`U4 +.00U5 +00006
0 +.uuuJ +9UUUS +0UUU.i *•0003 +.no03 +•0003 +.0003
_a +.UuuJ +611UU2 +aPUU1 +•UUU 1 +.n()u1 +.0002 +.0003









Table 9-10a.	 SSLV AND ORBITER POWER DELTA -	 PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT - FORE900Y -
OUTBOARD ELEVON GRADIENT - bE	 LESS THAN NOMINAL
0
s
MACH a -6 -4 -2 0 +2 +4 +6





-.0003 - .nGU2 -.O6u1 -.0001
-4 -.uJua - •L,U(Jt) -.(,uot) -.UUulk - .00-15 -.p0u5 -.no05
-8 - • UUuJ -•u461+ -.',uU.S -.UJU2 -.0003 --0004 -.0003
.8 4 +.uuuu 0-I)uuU - .uUUl - •0001 - 600ti l +•OOUO +00000
0 +-uuu^) +•uuu-, +.t'uul +.uUuU +.r,00l +.0003 +.0005
-4 +.JU„I +•uuuJ -.uuuI -•UuU4 -.nUtri +•0003 +.()007
8 -•uuu.; uul - .(.UO2 - .00u(+ -.n002 -•0001 -.0003
N
w	 .90 4
-•uulu )UL;b - .t uL, ti +•UuU2 -.00u5 •-.00'48 -.0016
0 - • uu" y -•UUuo -.UUUu -•0001 -•00U4 -•0007 -60009
-4 +. UUU 6
-.'UM L.5 - . g ull -•00111 -•0011 -•0003 +•0003
-8
- • uuc-u - • JU19 -.t.u17 -.uul'., -.r,017 -•U019 -60020
.95 4 - •uucI - •uull +*0004 +.t)ulo +*06u4 -•0011 -.0027
0 + • uuu &+ +•Uulu +.Uul-, +•Uulo +00013 +.0010 +.OU04
- 4 +•uuIef +9r1ujrU +.4417 +.U10H +.90e7 +.0020 +•0012
-8 + • uUcu +..,1-r I +.()434 +a0IJ4,3 4.0634 +.00C7 +•0020
1.05 4 +•uuul +•J.1uul +0000,5 +•UOU4 +.`OU3 +•OOU2 +.0001
0 +.Juua +.uuUU +.uuu1 -.UUUI +.nUJ2 +.Ouu6 +.00u8
- 4 + • Juutp +•uUu4 +.0002 +.U+IUU +.n,6J2 +.0004 +90005
- 8 +-OUu y +•uuut.) +.tIUUS +.0005 +.0005 +•OOU6 +•n009
^
• ¢	 r..+w^.	 ^	 ...^.,..	 «,..-:.	 . _ _ 0000.	 . _ ..	 ,	 ,.,..^.,.,	 ,,000,0,.,. 	 .,.^.,,,,.,^,....._ _	 .. 000 0 	w.».,.„.	 r"'"".
	
i •...-._	 •..., _...	 •-.-.,r..,.	 14..-.+.a	 r++e•1	 i..+n....•^	 ^.r^r..i	 -.
i
Table 9-10b.	 SSLV AND ORBITER POWER DELTA - PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT - FOREBODY -
OUTBOARD ELEVON GRADIENT -	 E LESS THAN NOMINAL
0
HACH a -6
-4 -2 0 +2 +4 +6
1.10 4 +.uu.Lu +cl(Uub +.uuu5 +-0002 +.0005 +•0008 +.o010
0 +•UUU2. +•utluu -.(iUU6 -•UUU5 -.nUU3 +000uo +.0002
-4 +•uul.,^j + •Ul,uc. - •UO02 -.00u5 -.0012 +.0002 +.0005
-8 +.u,,uo +•ucU6 +.uuu4 +.ut,u2 +.(j0u4 +•OOU6 +.0008
1.15 4 +.uUu ,+ +. ,0U4 +.0uu3 +•UUU.S +•10U3 +90004 +.0004
0 +.Uuli +•UOU`! +.(1u0H +•UUU7 +00008 +.0009 +.0011
-4 +•uuuci +•uuub +•UU06 +.U0jo +a 0006 '•'•0006 +.0006
-8 +au1)uU +-ouu4 +.Ljuuu -.Uu031 +.Gouo +•0004 +.Ooo6
N
1.25 4 - - uUuI - •L,UU.) - .UUJ1 +•ODU2 -•0001 -00005 -.0007
0 - •uJuI -.HLoUl +00000 +•UUUO +.00uo -•00u1 -60001
-4 -•uuut +. Uuuu +.00U2 - Uuu3 +•00u2 +00000 -00001
+.Ul +.nUu2 +•00U5 +•0007
1.40 4 +.uuuu +•uuUU +0Uuuu +.uuuG +000J0 +•0000 +•Oouo
O +• Juuu +•U(1(:U +0u0uu +•uGuo }•0000 +•0000 +•0000
-4 + • uuuu +0((0uu +000uu +•0000 +•0000 +•Oouo +•OUoo
-8 + • uuui +•uuuu +.0000 +•uOuo +-0000 +60000 +•0000




-6 -4 -2 0 +2 +4 +6
4 - •J'I66 - 01;ut00 -.0054 -•U(147 -•(iO'+L -•0047 -.0048.6	 10/9 0 -•uJG9 - - :;uc- w -.L+(,bb -.Uj4c, - .n1)i4b - •OU44 -.(1042
-4 -•uo66 -•ULjtsl -.,cut)/ -.Ul,^'j- -•0+.149 -•004(- -•0043
-8 - • u-jof -•UUUL( -.uubb -.0 U .1 2 -.f1()t(y -.0U4F -.0043
.8	 lo/9 4 --•ujf.jo -Ouubu -.0u4 r -.UJ.Sp, -.i!Uj7 -.0„36 -•0035
0 -aTJVJ -•uut'(. -.cJ4?' -.u0.54 -. OU 39 -•0(136 -.0037
-4 - a uu^jj -•uU4t - .UU41 -•UO.5b
-•ru.15 -•0(135 -60036
-8 u(1 .0u142 -.U1)41 -.1`01)0 -.0 u 38 -.0056
n
1
.9C	 10 1/ 9 4 -•u^tiu -*j? 	 1?- -*V16U -.U1 4 u .-	 Gl,,u -•tJl^ -•	 u 120
0 - • 1110 -.1P.&4U - .C,12(1 -000tic -.1075 -.Uu70 -•')Oh3
-4 - • u1 ul.Al - .1110 -0U(,LJ(' -.11[.1!(1 -•U(15ii - 00035
-8 - • a.1u r':, -.uu 7t) -.uu72 -•uu to -.()u 1L' -.0005 -.1)658
.95	 10/9 4 --citl -.. u5-& +.1 UL") +.11(lue. +."U.:5 +.UDUE- -.()o25
0 - auW.0,) - 01 063 +sL,U20 +.Urlbff +.nO4f1 t.U()45 +.')02(4
-4 -- • t1:)be- -.(.i1v.) +.r)U1') +.UJh3 +.110:.)4 +.00145 +.0040
-8 - - UIkie- -•s1uu5 +aki000 ♦.0007 4600cj5 +.0075 +.0U+314
1.05 10/9 4 - . UJ ,+4 -. i , 1 )3o - .I)(, 2H - •uJ2o





• ubt)b - 0('U LO1) - .uua!ri -
.00()3 +-00L5 +.0043
-4 -• uu /[ -• Uu:,l -.IIU.51)
-00UU(.) +.4U13 +-00115 +.11059
-8 - • UUJ`j -•F,u4e. -.t1U24
-•0000, 4.0062 +.0GbO +.0108
1i
'i






-6 -4 -2 0 +2 +4 +6
1.10 10/9 4 - • uIuu -• uu 11) -.::U49 -.uUa:3 -.r,n24 - •0025 - • 00260 - • u1J4
-.u0cj4
-.i'u`.)6 - •O jII
-.,,u14 +.0039 +.n064
-4	 - • uli :0 -•Uli 'U4b -*0h(Jli +-(0,-6 +-0060 +•0092
-$ 1:016 -•ULJ67 0+f^ -.0031 -.1014
1.15 10/5 4 -
. 01u1 -.000b IJ32 +.0001
-.r,0J2
-.0005
-.00040 - • U1Uu -•1.;1UJ U41 +.IIjUI.,
-.30u2 -•0UU9 -.001201
-4 -•liI.1J '•l11ui - •. JUb6 °'•uujt)





•n0U6 - •joua -.UU68
,o
N
rr	 1 .25 101 -2 4	 • uu i urnc -. 1 ) U24 , +. 110U7 +. nUub +.0005 +.00040 - • u1,,,) '•uuII -
 •ou V ".UL.07 -• )0:,9
-.0011 -.(1013
-4 - • 1uoi) -.,,V oubt) U!" .5 1.0 - •n U40 •0041 -.0042




1 .40 101-2 4 - •ci ue- 4 - •4,Ucl1 -.c,ul J -•JU14 -.1;007 +•ooton +.0007
0- • uUJ'1 -6UU30 - .I'l,c"l -.U..13 - .r,o!iQ - .n11,tG -_orini
Table 9-12a. INBOARD ELEVON POWER DELTA - HINGE MOMENT COEFFICIENT




-6 -4 -2 0 +2 +4 +6
.6 4 -•uuul -•tivu.2 -.uuOJ -•U^;014 -..,Iuljb -•00u4 -.11003
0 +.uOUt +•uUilu -.t+u(?1 -.U1,t10a
-.n o,15 -•001JF -.0009
-4 -•uuot - •I,U6.5 - .t:uoJ -•U;)ll ±
-.(iU'.13 -•00U3 -.0003
-8 - • UUuL - .!IUUG -.tIu(:3 -.Ut,u4
-•rlUJ3 --00(.,2 -.11001
.8 4 - • l L)vI -.(XL,.' -0Gun3 -.0011,) -.,11104
-.0003 -.0003
0 - • OJu0 -•UULS -.1,U71b --0(i07 -•001.)5 -•UUU3 -00002
-4 - • UJui - •l'Ut3 S -.U1,G5 -•0007 -.01004 -.00U2 +.0u01
-8 +• uUvu u1;1 -.tiU01 -•0302 +.ouuo +000ti1 +.11003
tN
.90 4 +.ut+cJ +•jJi^,i +.uul +-UU11 +60010 +•11025 -•00060 - .U ' 1tu -•uU10 -.t'LJlb -.:102(, --P0,21 -00016 -.(1025
-4 - • vuu - -•.'ills') -.U010 -.UUlt2 - * 0 015 -•(Jolt) -.0015
-8 -•uUuJ , UtJ/ -scu111 -.0016 -0i1U10 --U0u7 -.1t0j7
.96 4 +.Ucllu +0IlUU1 -011U,1H -•11020
-000 JO -•0042 -.UU52
0 +•Uuuj +•.,Uu.1 -9uu'1 -.0 1117 -.nljij6
-•0u11 -.0011
-4 + - uule- +. IJIJLA +.Ll011c" -.UCtu; +.,.10IJ1 +9f)oU4 +.()005
-8 + • uojt +•G110I +.11011 - .U0U') - .00u6 -.uU12
-.11016
1.05 4 +• uuu, +•llu01
-.I.u02 -•UiIUf, -.n1110
-•u016 -•13020
0 + • dUu,j +•iiUu- +.(.UU1 -•U0U) -.(IU16 --(JO32 -.OU42
-4 - • 0011
-•u1)U.S +.11001 +.Uuw, --PUU9 -•0023 --11U39
-8 - -0ulu - •
 ,lulu - * UUU S +.Uuu2 -0017 -•0032 -•0057
- - -- lMNPM1i	 ! ^Mr1 ^1	 ^ ^M ^ ^M ^
Table 9-12;x.	 INBOARD ELEVON POWER DELTA - HINGE MOMENT COEFFICIENT




-6 -4 -2 0 +2 +4 +6
1,10 4 +-uUCu +•'.,UIU +.11(J00 -.01111 -011022 -•0033 -.0!349
0 +•UUul - •rJUUI -.11UU4 -.0007 -- 0 ()U3 - • 0026 -•0035
-4 - • uutju -0 00U +.11UU3 +.1)1,11. +.rOuU -•0007 -.0016
-8 - .Uu44 -0JUC1 +.k;UOU +.IJ022 +*0042 +•OUO3 +•0063
1.15 4
-aUUu3 - •UUU7 - .(-U11 - .UU1f) -.r)UeU
-•0023 -.0028
0 +•U UuJ +.r;Uu +.1.000 - .UoU!1. +•r10U6 +.00211 +•0028
-4 + • 6UIU +•u0L! +.t,U1.S +•U.')12 +.11038 +•0027 +.0079
-8
- • 000 y -0UU0s +.r)OU4 +•Uulr? +000,20 +00031 +00055
1N
°D	 1.25 4 - -uUie- - *oUU6 -.1,U04
-	 U(;U1 +.00112 +•0006 +600100 -.Oulu -.,_;UUa - .IIL 1J;z +*01 )J1 ♦0 f 16j3 +.0005 +.0008
- O4 +• uO 1 ,^ +.1)(,03 +.lrt► U.3 +•U:)wi +.'10;,2 +.0001 -00001
-8 + • uULlu +•uUL'4 + oVU(11^ •.UUU[ +.110 lf2 +•00(i1 +d 0130 1
1.40 4 - - jjiu -• JUL. b +0(woI +•UIiU , +OrU,.j4 +•0006 +.0007
0 -•UUUj `•0000 -.UUU1 +•1)JU11 +.CU'J 3 +•0005 +.00(17
-4 +• ,,uuu +•UU(J4 +.11UUJ +•UI;U0 +•[,L) j 3 +•0005 +.OLDS
-8 + - UUu'i ••UUUb +.'IUU4 +•0003 +•(1U15 4.00U4 +.0004
Table 9-13a. INBOARD ELEVON POWER DELTA - HINGE MOMENT COEFFICIENT





-2 0 +2 +4 +6
•6 4 -•ujiu - •Jut,^i - •11UJI
- •uOull -.n00 -.OUJ2 +.n0f)0
0 - • uJ11 -	 IU,'19 - .I•00 6 0OU71 -.,)u1 . 2 -•00(,1 +•1)101
-4 - •uu:t -• iu1;F, - .fluub -•Uuu_5 - .r10U1 +•UDUO +.0011
-8 °•u ,ii u -.:iUU,4 -o 1"L;0, -.uttul -.nUVI -.0001 +.0000
. 8 4 - • uu l,,I - • i.ouC6 -.r;u0b -.u;;U': - .1)Gu5 - •O0u5 -.11006
0 -•uJui -•ouu. -.f1UO2 110 13 -•0004 -•0004
- 4 - •UUt;4 - • 1ut,2 -.0001 +•0,101 -•0Uo1 -•0002 -•f)Ot)4
-8 -•Uuul -01JU(:1 -.0001 -9UCU1 -.00,;1 -•00t:I -.oUU1
.90 4 - • J1w:r -•I'v^1a -•1,u3!D - •uil.50 -•r.0
 4G -•0050 -. u obo
0 IiG1H -•0004 -•0025
-4 - • uu4u -. JU41i - .UU4 Uj4 3
-.f)0., 0 -.0014 -.0008
-8 - •JUJS - .1IU:,w -.UU4b -•UU41? -600,46
-.0044 - .0U39
95 4 - • uu -+.L - •01J4  -*OU4 4 °•ufjli•,i -.n(,4k
-•00t)0 -.0055
0 --.u:I: u -•ooI'-) +.1 =UUb +o002f. +.r.Ue o +.UO15 +.0009
-4 -• 1o uu ° •ouuI +•(,i)53 +•0116 +-002 •^•0011 -.0074
-8 - • uluu ijuib +•(_+U 76 +.0194 +•(.111 +•0046 -•0028
1.05	 4	 - -uQu+ -•',Uol -._,UCH -•U011 -.UU12 -•0013 -.0014
0	 - • Uou,) -•t,00µ -.(;UUb -•UUIL' +•OOu6 +•0026 +.UU42
-4	 +•uu11 +0GUU6 +•UUU" +aUh0 7 +.0020 +•0034 +.0048
-8	 +.,tutu - .i.ulU +.UU)6 +•UU27 +.nU41 +•0048 +.Oo67
t
Table 9-13b.	 INBOARD ELEVON POWER DELTA - HINGE MOMENT COEFFICIENT







-2 0 +2 +4 +b
1.10 4 - • uuou -•')fju4 +.t1UO2 +•Ul)U7 +.Gout +•0009 +•11010
0 + • UU1'j +-i, u lt^) +.t:01b +.UU2(1 +.rca1 +.0071 +.0110
-4 +-uU1^) •!1Ue- b +0IJU,55 +.Uu4•+ +.'.1074 +•01U4 +•11132
-8 +•uuizi +•UU43 +.1,042 +•0UJ6 +.00'_)(J +•0064 +.0077
1.15 4 +.uul, +•UUIF) +.1"01h +•UO2r, +00015 +•0010 +.0006
0 +•UUUL; +•UU1,5 +.i.'U2U +-Uu25 +•00.54 +•0042 +.0053
- 4 + - uuua +.1i0It) +.vU21 +•UU30 +ocubb +.0081 +10105
- 8 +•uU _U +.Ilki23 +.i1022 +•UU-9 +.00:;1 +.0042 +.UU52
wo	 i.25 4 +.JUGa r - 3uGJ ^.riU23 +•UUU7 +.rU17 +•0014 +•0010
0 + • J'le-U 4 -a H01 14 +a0UGU +•UJ1l-i +.n0r_7 +•0022 +.0041
- 4 + • uutu +o'j01(, +.r,UIh +•UJ17 +.r)U19 +•0020 +.0022
-B t . UJUU +•UUl+4 •+.1 U0! +•001+4 +.x1014 +•0013 +.0018
1.40 4 +.^UuU +•^JuU +.t uUl +.	 ,	 .UCUI, +.c,n,i0 +.0000 +.0000
0 uJ.+,^ +•	 Jul],] +.i uu(I *.Ui,Uti +	 0,,0 +-0000 +.Uuoo
-4 + • UJou +.,)ticU +	 Uu +.UUUU +900jo +.0000 +.ODUO




Table 9-14a. INBOARD ELEVON POWER DELTA - HINGE MOMENT COEFFICIENT




MACH	 a -6 ..4
-2 0 +2 +4 +6
.6	 4 + . uuue +F, U It (i1 .1..0(101 -.011u1 -.")Oat +•OIJU1 +00uu2
0 4	 LJUJ6 uf,? 4.0 UL) 1 -•U00 -.x,0,,2 -•OOU3 - .0U0 4
-4 - - IjUUi U L I - • CuuI -•uOul 0,;1 -•UU()1 -.(ju02
-8 - •ut)u1 - •uuL I - .t,uc;2 - •u+j113 -."C',1 4 *0001 +.0003
.8	 4 - • uouL -•uUui -.uuul - •until - •(t0,11 - •00U2 -•0002
0 - •uUUI -•;10t'2 -.0002 - .0 1)0:z -00u2 -•0301 +•0001
-4 - • Juul -•'it,u, -.U(IU2 -•u ou3 -."luj? -•0002 -.0001
-8 u u e - •uUUi +.uuou +.UIIU1 +.010ui + •0Oul +•It000
^o













0 + • Uuu1	 +•uu.i2	 - .t , uj	 -.0'614	 -•()010	 -•0007	 •11,005
-4 -•uuAu - •uuU y -.UuI0 -.001?_ -.0011 -•00(16 -.0U04
-8 +•uuuu +•cluuu - .()u02 -.U0u4 L)	 4 - •U0uA -.0011
96	 4 + • Iruu,) +.,1141 +.(1031 +•U(:1r) - •00 t5 -•DUZQ - •00,30
0 +.U,)uJ +.1,0'+Ll +•UU23 +.u0U5 +.r)015 +.0022 +.0029
-4 t.UUJo +•uU.51 +.Uu22 +.uU13 +. ^022 +.0031 +.0038
-8 +. +•lliilu +.(1 01b +•uu1L +.00U9 +.0007 +.0005 ''C C)
^a
^r
1.05	 4 +.uui ,+ *•UL1U +•uu06 +•0002 -•noel -•00u9 -60009 c^ >
0 + . Uo1i +•J0(,o +.uUUb t.U(tU,l +.1 017 +.0028 +.0044 r G^
-4 - • uUu,) - •000I +•IlUUS +•uou7 +.(1004 +•0010 +.0U11
-8 -•uut u10 -.0003 +•u001 -•nU,)b
-.0007 -.0021 v^
J
Table 9-14b.	 INBOARD ELEVON POWER DELTA - HINGE MOMENT COEFFICIENT
OUTBOARD ELEVON GRADIENT - 6 E GREATER THAN NOMINAL
0
MACH a	
-6 -4 -2 0 +2 +4 +6
1.10 4	 + • J lJ1J +•cu1J +.I.u01 +.Ouul -.(J0uts -•0U17 --0026
0	 +.JU,1,) +•uUU3 +.1 003 +.UJU = +.noLp +.0010 +a0U13
-4 - • uuuf - •r,uUs +..,IUU2 +.UUU? +.1'012 +•0U17 +.UU24
- 8 	- - J ij	 , --.I
	 01(1 - .u;;U6 +•utju'T +.v013 ♦. no2o +00018
1.15 4 + • UJu1; +•uJ1.10 +•')u0u +•ouuI +•DOUG -•0001 -.0002
0 +.L) +• JJ U^) +.IIOOU -.()I){)3 - sou l +• 00 0 1 +.Uu or-
-4 + • uui z +•%jUO1 +.1AIJ1 +•0001 +•;1001 +•00U0 -•0001
-8 + • uuv tnJ - •0601 - .o0o1 -.n(„)i -.0001 -.0001
1.25N 4 + +.1; U U, f	 I : 1102 +•uuu) +.11(1')1) +.0000 +.1)U()O
0 +• jul)u *•UUUU +.11U00 +.U(ju(1 + . j 0 c 1 +.00121 - .OU(j 2
-4 
-
• uuu -+ -•0003 -.U60 + * o u u n +.7000 +•UUUo +0UU00
-8 - • JJUU - .,1604 - .110u;^ +.0 Liu () +.r)0.)(1 +.0uun -00001
1.40 4-•uuu-4 - •vUL3 -.(,01)1 +.u()u1) +.nuua -•0061 - 01)J01
0 - • u 1j uL - .l1UUc? U01 +•Uj00 - .r.O U I -.00[,1 +.11Jp0
-4 - • uUvi - • JUL, 1 +.UUOU +•UUU1 +•(1000 -•00U1 - •uou2





	 III	 3	 4 
Table 9-15a.	 INBOARD ELEVON POWER DELTA - HINGE MOMENT COEFFICIENT




-6 -4 -2 0 +2 +4
. 6 4 - • uuu 1,uuiG -.uurjl -.01,01 +-nui10 +•0000
0 --uuu.) - •.:;;ur,-1 - .(,uul - .ucul +•n0j0 +-00u0
-4 -.uuu< - •ouU^' -•UUGi -•UL)L11 +.nu1)0 +00000
-8 - • u riu,^ - •r;u.,c -.L1 Ui +•U'JU0 +•00,10 +.0000
.8 4 +•uuvA +•:JUOU -.0UU1 -•ULU1 -.L)Gul +.0000
0 +-U()ul } - i,Uuc +,f,ur)u +.uk Iu(t -.n0u1 +•0000
-4 t.uu:,i --UuU1 -.','Uul --ubu1 -6001)l +•0000
-8 ±!I).JVU - •i:Ul	 i -.ilU(?1 --0002
-•n0.12 - •OUul
I
w	 90 4 --uu4 -•truk•1 -.(1u 16 -.U0U7 -.ODU9 -•0014
0 -.uuul *•L,uLiz +.uU04 +•0012 +-IlUu6 +-0003
- 4 - - Uuuu -•:Juu^) -.0uu`, - -uriUL$ -.00u5 - - 00U7
- 8 - - ,JUG j - •r,JL,Li - .LlUU7 -.UUO1^ Go 
-*OOU6
.95 4 +.U(Ju, +•uUul +.(UOJ +-uUu4 +.0i);)2 --OOu1
0 + - uuuu +•LUu4 +.Uur)6 --00U'^ +-0006 +-OGU8
-4 +.!,;UUU +-rluu2 +0VU06 +.U-)u(;I +.n0,jg +00069
-8 +.u,Juc + - Ual.i +01tU06 + - U U U 7 +00GJ9 +-U011
1.05 4 +-uuu:) +•,JL,L2 +0buuI + - U u 0 0 +•0000 +•0001
0 +• uuU I *•l;Uu1 +•uUG1 + - ( j Ou; +-0ou2 +•0005
-4 + • uuui +•L;UUI +-L,UU1 +-000r +-')uu0 - -00u1


























,. ,.	 ..,^eiw	 -.,...+,	 .,........	 .....^..._	 ^,--.^.	 ^......o^	 ^-rr	 ..--^..w	 !o-^h	 'dun.•.'
Table 9-15b,	 INBOARD ELEVON POWER DELTA - HINGE MOMENT COEFFICIENT





-4 -2 0 +2 +4 +G
1.10 4 - . uj ,u,) -•uuU2 - sduol -•uuuI -.(^Uu2 -.0003 -.0003
0 - • u0"^) --;)Ut;.) -.t'UU1 +-u(lUc' -.U01)& +•00(11 +.0000
-4 - .uuu L+ -.Ili uuJ - .11uu-5 -•u1jud 4-	 (j +.00(11 +.0013
-8 -•uuj-t - -i,uu4 -.(:u112 -.u(.u1 - .r Uv1 -•0002 -.f)oo4
1.15 4 -.,,uoi *•uU1,U +-U6UU +.ul,u1 +-rGu2 +.00(13 +.0004
0 - •uu,- j .,10 WD -08=02 +•u1ju,. -09Gu2 - •0003 - .0005
-4
- • uuui - .-1uu1 +.u0uu +.uu0J - .001J2 - .0004 -.0ug5
-8 - • u^.1^ --:,Utj4 k! L) --U11Ul -.0(iu1 -•0001 -.0602
1
1.2.5 4 + -,ju,j 1 +•u6ul +*;,OUO
- .U0 02 - .(1003
0 + -vuul +- 1 Uu1 +0t1u01 +.u(+ul +.001)1 +9OUu1 +.OUnI
-4 + 001ut,+L +a 0UijU +.OJu+0 +.r 0110 +.0 0
L
:0 +.00010
-8 --71 (J ^!A -•11U(SJ -.t^l)i.^^ + - Ukj U'I +a 0ouu +.000O - .nool
1.40 4 +• u 1)ul --.10(.k CU G. --Ut,u7 -.1;0;!j --0004 -.Ouo3
0 +•uuuu - • j u u 1 -.(1001 -61):702 -.(1002 - -0002 - •0002
-4
- 
• Uuvl -•U(iL1 - .11uO1 - •Ui;U-5 -.r)Ou2 -•0002 -.0002









r1,° i	 ".! :"Pmlt V""A	 ""m ^	
^ ! .,'p'r'at ji W^,
Table 9-16a. VERTICAL TAIL SIDE FORCE POWER DELTA
MACH
6eI0 a -6 -4
-2 0 +2 +4 +6
.6 10/9 4 +•o3j'J +•LIGGO +.011 5 +•0(100 -.0113 -.0226
-•0339
0 + . 02lci +•QIbb +.UU93 +.UUUn
-.0093
-•0185 -•0278
-4 +.O,; U e- +•1)201 +.0100 +•UUU(j
-.n100 ---0201 -•031)2
-8 +.0 1 ,+ Li +•0166 +6UU83 +•UUUn -•U0t53 -•0166 -.0249
.8 10/9 4 +. U j c_q +.UUbb +oVO4.5 +0U1)U0
--0043 - x0006 - .0129
0 + • UUuU +•UU53 +9002b +•000O
-.00e6 - •0053 -.00,40
-4 t . UUl4 +•Uui0 +.UU05 +•UGUU
-.0005 -.0010 -.0U14
-3 +.(,015 +.;JL'lU +.G'UG, +.0000
-•7005 -.0010 -.OU15
.9 10/9 4 +.UlrU +•01.:.5 +4(i(J5I +•UOU0 -•0057 -.0113 -.01700 +•U1 1U }.1!113 +*0057 +.00(10 -.nOJ7
-.0113 -00170
-4 +fuel () +•U14U +.tw7U +.0du I
-.0010 -00140 -.0210
-8 + • Ul^c> +.,11(15 +.UU53 +9UOU0
-.0053
-.0105 -.0156
.95 10/9 4 +.Ubuy toU4b9 +.e230 +•0000 - .(12 -)0 -•04bQ - .n6^39
0 +.UtJ4 + .U43 (D +.U21 8 +.U6JO -.02-10 -.0436
-.Ob54
-4 +.Uoit) +•U41U +.U2ob +•UOUO -.0205
- •0410 - .0015
- 8 + • U'.3tjU +•UJI/ +.UIb6 4•U0U0 -.0188 -•0377 -.0566
1.05 10/4 4 +•+. U 3U y 3 +. 1)000 - .0123 - .0246 - .0369
0 +. U ,y+ U +.0221 +.1113 +•UU00 - .()113 --.0227 - .0340
- 4 +•U2l9 +•U160 +0009.5 +•ODUtI -•0093
-•018b -.0279
-8 + -u,) +•U21U +.[,1U5 +00000
-.Olub -.0210 -.x315
Table 9-16b.	 VERTICAL TAIL SIDE FORCE POWER DELTA
a s
MAC eI0 a
-6 -4 -2 0 +2 +4 +6
1.1 i0/9 4 +.012•+ +*OUO2 +•0U41 +•UUUQ -•(1041 -•0062 -.0124
0 + -U0U I +•UGl.I'D +•UU25 +•UUUO -•0025 -•0005 -•o0()"
-4 + • ilu'+u +=1111.52 +.UU16 +•{1UUo -•C016 -•0032 -*0046
-8 +.,rl, +.!iU/9 +.1'040 +•UUUO
-•!70!+0 -•0079 -•0119
1.15 10/5 4 +.U14 +•UULJI +aU U48 +-UUUr1 -•DU48 -00097 - s 01,+5
+.Uuoj +•t1VJv +.L,U"'b +-uuu n -.0026 -•0053 -60080
-4 .+•,)ub/ +-110511 +00029 +.0000 -0029 -•0058 -.0037
-8 + • UUU! +•U04J +.111.102 +.UU00 -SnU22 -•0U4^5 -=E]U67
^Q
1.25 10/ -2 4 {=UUUu +•uU'f'_-o +0 Liu 2_3 +.UG00 -.0023
-.0045 4.0Ub8
0 +.L1U:11 }•UUJ6 +0GU19 +.0(10(1 -.0101. `J --UO38 - a 0 U 5 7
-4 +.uu^)l +.UU,^b +.GUIY +.UU("n
-•0019 •-•0038 -80057
-0 + • UUb,) +.t,U46 +.(1022 +0UUU(I -.n022 -.0043 -.QU65
1.4 101 - 2 4 +9UUJ4 +•UU26 +.11U11 +•0000
-.n0L1 -•0023 ()x,340 -•UUeu -•:'U16 -aLUU6 +.UUUn +.i]UU6 +.U(}13 +.002G
-4 +•uUtc + UU12 +00006 +.U000
- •(100 6 -•0012 -.UC,IB
-8 +•U121 +.UUtil +.()U40 + .UUUU
-•0040 -•0 001 - 10121
v
6
MACH -10 a -6 -4 -2 0 ;-2 +4 +6
+ • Ulu3 +•1)11U +.UU55 +•00U(7 -.0055 -•0110 --0163
.6 10/9 4 +.U1J'j +•0091 +.UU4o +.OJUU -.0046 -.0092 -.0139
0 +-U15c +-01U1 +00051 +-000(1 -.(!051 -•0101 -.0152
- 4 +.U1r, 1 +•UObU +90040 +•UUUn -.0040 - .00bO - .0121
-8
.8 10/9 4 +-Uulu + -UuU4 +0UU16 +.0000 -.0016 -•0004 -.0010
0 +•Uu/u +.()Uu4 +.OU16 +00000 --0016 -•0004 -.0070
-4 +.uulu *-0004 +.UUUS +-UUUO -•0065 -.0004 -.0010
- 8 +ILi UIu +000ulF +.nU05 +.UUUO -.0005 -.0004 -.0010
.9 10/9 4 + • uuiu +•UUUL) +90U05 +•000(i -.OU05 -•0005 -.0010
0 +-uU.)1. +•0001 +60U22 +•0000
-.0022 -.0027 -.0D32
-4 +-UU/1 +•U041 +.0U36 +.OuUn -.01036
-•0047 -.0071
-8 +-uU/o +•UU47 +.0036 +•ODUO
-•0036
--0047 -.0078
.95 10/9 4 +-Ub1.5 + -u4uc +90270 +-UoUU -.0270 -•04bO -.11673
0 * • Uo`Ju +- 04L11 +. 0290 +. UU0(1 -. (12 ,)0 -• 04b0 -. Ob90
-4 + - uofu *•u4UtJ +-0270 +.UOU(1 - .0270 --0460 -•0676
-8 + - Ui.)Ju * • U4,5u +.11240 +40000
-.0240 -. 0 +30 -.0b30
1.05 10/9 4 +-u6,.)u +-Ulo1) +.U140 +•0000 -.(1140 -•0160 -•0335
0 +.u?-4c; +•U1t13 +.01UU +•UUUO -•0100 -00163 -•0248
-4 +-U1dc +•Li0"Jd +-06 75 +00000 -•OU15 -.0098 -.0182
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Table 9-17a. VERTICAL TAIL BENDING MOMENT POWER DELTA.
s
Table 9--17b. VERTICAL TAIL BENDING MOMENT POWER DELTA
R
-4	 -2	 0	 +2	 +4	 +6
+0 +11U1.) +.0063 +•0000
-•OUb3 -.0105 -.0135
+• UUU9 +00006 +•Uuuo
-•00u6
-•0009 -.00.13
+• UGJ1 +•(,'U20 +•Uuuo
-.0020 - •0031 - .0044
+• J000 +•0U40 +• (JUDO
-•0040 -•0060 -.0032
+4 0042 +•t'021 +•Uuuo
-•0021 -•0042 -.0136
+•Uult) +.(tU06 +•ODUU ..•OOo6 -•0015 -.0061
+• uU15 +.uuu6 +•0000 -.0006
--•0015 °.ou	 0
+ •^'U12 +-0006 +00000
-•0006 -•0012 -.0048
+• ^iu21 +•UUlo +•UUUO
- •0010 - •u021 - •0021
+0 001') +•UU09 +•Uouo
-•0009
-•0019 -00019
+•(ulti +.UU09 +•UUoo -•0009 -.0018 -.0oj8
+•01112 +.UJ06 +.0000
-.OUu6 -.0012 -.0012
+•t,Ur,b +•UU34 +•UOUO -•t'034 -•0f0t68 -^.OU98
- 0(100 1 -. L. UJ3 +. UOUO +. ( ', Oo 3 +.0007 +00010
+• 0061 +•UUU1 +00000
- •(1001 - •0001 - .0006
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Table 9-18a. VERTICAL TAIL TORSION MOMENT POWER DELTA
E3
6
MACH	 e 1 a -E -4 -2 0 +2 +4 +E
.6	 10/9 4 -.uur5
-.00t 13 -.0051 +.Ur•U0 +.x,(151 +•00130 +.0055
0 -•U,1b5 -.l,ut)(; - .!1045 +60111)1) +aFI(i-► 5 +.0Uu0 +.0035
- 4 -
.u:)5u - . 16 /u - . Oube +6 Uuur +.f o50 +.007o +00050
-8
- -UU1, -.Uubu +.0001; +.(10:,50 +•0070 +•0041
.8	 10/9 4
- • uu 3 0 - •1!1128 -.Uu14 +•UOu +6nG14 +.OG28 +900300
-• ;,i20 - soul - 1 - •('UU8 +•utruc. 4.0006 +•0017 +01026
-4 _ •,-iu ,+ -•1.1UU,) -6uUU.5 +•U(IU0 +.()0U3 +•0003 +.0004
-8
- • IIUU4 - •oou.3 -•[11)133 +•u(10G +.!)003 +•0003 +.00(14
w	 •9	 10/9 4
- • Uui^ - •a) -.t1u31 +6U:1U(I +.00,57 +.0005 +•0013
^ 0




• uJ •:)Uue -.11035 +•UUU13 +.00,55 +.00 b 2 +.0009
-8 - .uul/ -•U1) /^; - .(I U.35 +.uUUO +.(10a5 +•0070 +.0017
.95	 10/9 4
- • US^^ - 4 +• u1)00 +.(,,.214 +.0391 +.05220 - . 013J1 - -o6vh - •11212 +,0000 +.0212 +•0395 1.(1531
.U:)Iu -.	 -5c,5 -.(41')9 +•Uous) +•01'x9 +•0353 +6051(;
- 8
-• U 490 "•u3 /'+ -•(;195 +•uiuo +00195 +00314 +•U496
1.05	 10/9 4 -. U 286
-601.31 -•(11U1 +•unuo +•0101 +• 0131 +00286
0 - • uL1u - • uu l s" -•11093 +•Uuur +•00-,53 +•0048 +•0218
-4 - •o16u --uo7.i -•Cuba +•O1)U(+ +0(IOULA +•0013 +•(11,60
-8
-
.,j152 - •(ilrQ - .uU^B +•000x1 +.OU0C3 +•0072 +.(1152
Table 9-18b. VERTICAL TAIL TORSION MOMENT POWER DELTA
s
s
MACH	 e 1 a -5 -4 -2 0 +2 +n +E
1.1
	 10/9 4 -•u122 - •ubyl -.6uo2 +.uriun +•^Ooz +. 0091 +.U122
0 - -uu21 -•U;iUu -.0,049 +0oudo +•C049 +•0006 +.0021
-4 - • u6'47 °•Ul•3t) -.r; U25 +aU(juo +.i 0e5 +.0065 +.0047
- 8 -
. uJP1 - •31,66 - .1,1;41 +•U0U0 +.0041 h•Uubo +.0U61
1.15	 10/9 4 -.(,132 -•uU^tf' -.UUO2 +•UUUli +•OOu2 +•00^6 t.U132
0 - . uu69 -•uuizo -•!'LoUU +•UUUU +•C0u0 +•0015 +.0Q69
- 4 - • 0069 -•UC-15 -.000U +•UUUU +-r)0110 +10015 +.0069
- 3 -• 6U60 }•uuun +.(I(JU0 +•OJur- +-riU49
D
1
Q	 1.25	 10/-2 4 - .uo50 1) 016 +. U:)Uu +-0"01 6 +.(3032 +•r!050
0 - • u028 1, U.5,5 - . LiU1b +0 UCPUCI +. 001b +•0033 +.UU 28
-4 - - uu2 g -. uuit-, -. UU05 +. u0uo +. (:0u9 +.0018 +. 0629
-8 --•1ju22 -•uoiC -.uU06 +•urju11 +.nO,j6 +•0012 +.')022
1.4	 101-2 4 -.uul7 - •UUULL -r000b +000U u +.n0u5 1-0o0c» +.0017
0 +-uuu5 +•UI,U') + 0 P U 0 3 +.0000 -.0003 -.000 5 -.0005
-4 -•uU69 -•i,UU.S - •l-U116 +•(16uli +•(,GLj3 +•0003 +.001)9
-8 - • uu6i -•tiU414 -•uu2u +•UGU 0 +-00e-C +•0044 +•01060
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Table 9-19
FOREBOOY FORCE COEFFICIENT TOLERANCES - SSLV AND ELEMENTS
+t,CA
MACH NO. SSLV ORB ET SRBO )
.6 .0038 .0010 .0010 .0025
.8 .0038 .0010 .0010 .0025
.9 .0038 .0010 .0010 .0025
.95 .0052 .0012 .0012 .0035
1.05 .0037 .0017 .0017 .0020
1.1 .0035 .0015 .0015 .0020
1.15 .0035 .0015 .0015 .0020
1.25 .0045 .0014 .0014 .0025
1.40 .0040 .0013 .0013 .0025
+ACN
.6 .0068 .0060 .0030 .0010
.8 .0077 .0070 .0030 .0010
.9 .0094 .0080 .0040 .0020
.95 .0101 .0080 .0050 .0025
1.05 .0099 .0080 .0055 .0015
1.1 .0089 .0070 .0050 .0015
1.15 .0067 .0050 .0040 .0015
1.25 .0055 .0030 .0030 .002.5
1.40 .0079 .0030 .0020 .0050
+:ICY
.6 .0083 .0080 .0005 .0015
.8 .0083 .0080 .0005 .0015
.9 .0093 .0090 .0006 .0015
.95 .0109 .0100 .0007 .0030
1.05 .0098 .0090 .0010 .0040
1.10 .0093 .0060 .0010 .0050
1.15 .0082 .0040 .0008 .0050
1.25 .0064 .0030 .0006 .0040
1.40 .0052 .0030 .0006 .0030
9-41
OR












z YZL Y L z x  Ax 
L L L L L L
.42 0 0 .26 -:7 0
.42 0 0 .26 -7 0
.43 0 0 .26 -.8 0
.44 0 0 .26 .8 0
.45 0 0 .26 -8 0
.45 0 0 .26 -8 0
.44 0 0 .26 -8 0
.44 0 0 .26 -.8 0
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Table 9-20
FOREBODY MOMENT INCREMENT EQUATIONS - SSLV AND ELEMENTS




eCN LN + CN LN	 f ACA
2	 2
ACYN	 eCY LN + aCA LL
' 2Y	 2L)]

























x  Ax  x YN IZLMACH L L L L-
.6 1.15 0 1.15 0
.8 1.15 0 -4.15 0
.9 1.15 0 -1.15 0
.95 -1 .14 0 -1 .14 0
1.0E .14 0 1.14 0
1.10 .13 0 .13 0
1.15 a .10 0 u 0
i.25;-a W .	 0 I-1.101 0
1.40H  .10 10 	I-1 .10) 0
NOTE: L = 1290 INCHES
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Table 9-21
FORE80DY FORCE TOLERANCES — COMPONENTS
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Table 9-22
FOREBODY MOMENT EQUATIONS - COMPONENTS
WING
Y
AC BW = ^.CNW (b
w)
x






^ C BV	 CYVL 1i+CYV
	
([XVV





yw xw ZV AZV XV AX V
MACH b
L L L L
+ACHEI +^CHEO	 1
.6 .091 -.22 .60 .20 .34 .10 .0050 .0020
.8 .095 -.20 .75 .20 .33 .10 .0030 .0015
.9 .098 -.27 .42 .20 .59 .17 .0100 .0040
95 .105 -.26 1.10 .25 .84 .20 .0130 .0100
1.05 .110 -.26 .72 .30 .51 .25 .0100 .0030
1.10 .100 -.28 .91 .30 .81 .20 .0080 .0010
1.15 .110 -.32 .63 .20 .87 .20 .0070 I	 .0010
1.25 .110 -.33 .34 .15 .78 .15 .0050 .0010




b = 936.68"	 L = 199.8 in.
c = 474.81"
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Section X
CONCLUSIONS
The IA119 test resulted in an apprec' _able amount of good plume induced
aerodynamic data. Problems with the data were very limited and Lhe power off
data compares very good with other tests.
ii	 The base pressures showed good trends when plotted versus the current
i^
'-	 similarity parameter. This trend adds confidence to the similarity parameter
and the test data.
The major independent variables that change the plume induced aerodynamic
characteristics are angle of attack, angle of sidesliF, inboard elevon deflec-
tion and SRB and SSME power level. The base and foreb.*)dy plume induced
aerodynamic characteristics and tolerances have been developed into math models
compatible with the forebody math models.
The orbiter base plume induced aerodynamic characteristics are the result
of a complicated integration of pressure coefficients and power delta pressure
coefficients, that when combined with the forebody data, produce the proper total
vehicle aerodynamic characteristics.
The ET base plume induced axial force is larger than previous analyses
have predicted, however, it is felt that the present results are consistent
and representative of the ET base pressure environment.
The plume induced near field (base environment) and far field (orbiter
forebody wing and hinge moment data) had good consistent trends when plotted
versus the p lume similarity parameter. The consistency of the data for both
the near field and far field added confidence in the similarity parameter used.
10--1







A computer program was developed to integrate the pressure data for
all elements and components and tabulate the results and the results of the
gauge data. The tabulated results and plotted power variation data represent
approximately 1500 computer printout pages. Time did not perr_it an extensive
analysis of all the data. It is recommended that additional analyses be
conducted of the vertical tail data, wing d.ita, inboard hinge moment data and
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